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Dateline: California
An injured University of California, San Diego
student is suing the institution for failing to stop
her from protesting President Donald Trump.
Maria Ana Carrola Flores was reportedly injured
on election day last year when she entered the I-
5 freeway on foot as part of a protest against the
newly elected President. According to the
university’s newspaper, The Guardian, the protest
began when a number of students met at Library
Walk and began moving around campus,
chanting anti-Trump slogans. The group
eventually made their way onto the 8-lane
freeway, where they allegedly attempted to block
traffic. According to reports, an emergency
vehicle was driving back and forth across the
southbound lanes to halt oncoming traffic, but a
car managed to bypass it and strike Flores,
causing her serious injuries including a crushed
pelvis and a fractured leg. Police officials say the
driver who hit Flores was not under the influence
of drugs or alcohol at the time. In a lawsuit filed
last November, Flores claimed that UCSD and
the UC Board of Regents should be held partially
responsible for her injuries since university
officials were aware of the protest and did
nothing to stop it. The lawsuit also names the
County of San Diego, the State of California and
the driver of the vehicle as defendants.

Dateline: Russia
A man was arrested for driving a stolen tank-like
vehicle into the wall of a convenience store and
then stealing a bottle of wine. Police in the
Russian town of Apatity say an allegedly
inebriated man stole a tank-like vehicle on
caterpillar tracks from a privately-run motorsport
training ground last week. He reportedly then
drove the vehicle through a forest and into the
small town. Eyewitnesses told police the man was
having some trouble steering the vehicle, and
video footage taken by bystanders at the scene
appears to show the vehicle’s driver
unsuccessfully attempt to turn the vehicle
around in a narrow street before crushing a
parked car and crashing into a small grocery
store. The footage captures the man exit the
vehicle and enter the store through a broken
window. When police later caught up with the
man and arrested him, they discovered a bottle of
wine in his possession that was allegedly taken
from the store. Reports say the man did not resist
arresting officers.

Dateline: Sweden
A new ad from Ikea contains an invisible coupon
that will appear only after a pregnant woman
urinates on it. Ikea’s first new ad of the year,
which appears in Sweden’s Amelia Magazine and
advertises for a crib, states, “Peeing on this ad
may change your life.” The ad comes with
instructions telling readers to “pee on the marked

area” and “wait a few minutes” to find out if
you’re pregnant. The ad says that if you are
expecting, your urine will reveal a new lower
price of the brand’s crib. According to Swedish
advertising agency Åkestam Holst—who created
the ad—the technology to include a pregnancy
test strip on printed paper was developed in
collaboration with Mercene Labs. The strips use
antibodies that bind to the pregnancy hormone
hCG, making them change color. A
spokesperson for the agency claimed that the
strips “have the potential to improve medical
diagnostics.” Designers reportedly faced a
number of logistical issues while developing the
ad, including scaling up the size of the strips and
finding proper materials with a “controlled
capillary flow” that would work for the project.
Consumer response to the campaign has been
mixed.

Dateline: Florida
Police in Tallahassee are searching for a man
who tore a urinal off the restroom wall at a sports
bar before running naked into the woods.
According to police reports, staff at Miller’s Ale
House say a man entered the bar’s restroom last
week and then exited a few moments later,
allegedly soaked in water. Witnesses say he then
left the bar and proceeded to run across the
parking lot while stripping off his clothes. An
employee told police that by the time the man
made it to the edge of the woods to the north of
the establishment, he was completely naked. He
then allegedly entered the woods and
disappeared. When officers arrived on the scene,
the bar was completely flooded due to a urinal
having been ripped from the wall of the
restroom. Surveillance cameras in the bar
reportedly caught footage of the incident and
were turned over to police. The man is wanted
for criminal mischief.

Dateline: Hawaii
Thousands of Hawaiian residents and tourists
received an emergency missile alert last week
when an employee “pushed the wrong button.”
Around 8am on Jan. 13, Hawaii’s Emergency
Management Agency sent an alert to the cell
phones of residents and tourists saying,
“BALLISTIC MISSILE THREAT INBOUND
TO HAWAII. SEEK IMMEDIATE SHELTER.
THIS IS NOT A DRILL.” It took 38 minutes for
the agency to send a message out stating that the
alarm was in fact a mistake. Authorities said the
error was caused by an officer who accidentally
chose a wrong menu option while trying to run a
system test. They also said a template has been
created to inform the public of false alarms. The
employee has been disciplined and reassigned. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.

CORRECTION:

In the article "Little Bear Coffee Co. Now
Open" in last week's issue (January 11-17,
volume 27 issue 2), Robin Babb mistakenly said
that Isaac Heflin is one of the owners of Little
Bear. Isaac Heflin is actually one of the baristas
at Little Bear. Isaac Fox is the co-owner. We
regret the error and apologize for the confusion. 
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Environmental Groups Concerned Over
Proposed Permit Changes
The New Mexico Environment Department and
Gov. Susana Martinez are facing criticism over a
proposed revision of the permit approval process for
construction of oil and gas facilities. A number of
environmental organizations have spoken out
against the proposed changes, saying the revisions
will make the state’s air quality regulations some of
the worst in the country. According to a draft of the
Air Quality General Construction Permit for Oil and
Gas Facilities, released by NMED on Jan. 1, a
general permit would allow owners to construct and
operate oil and gas facilities statewide, excluding
tribal land, attainment areas, Bernalillo County and
the City of Sunland Park. NMED says the proposed
revisions combine two existing permits and
improves outdated language. But in a letter dated
Jan. 5 and signed by representatives of numerous
state citizen and environmental groups, the
revisions are specifically decried for excluding limits
to methane emissions and are said to be “some of
the weakest oil and gas air quality regulations in the
country.” The letter also derides NMED for only
leaving a four day window between Jan. 1 and Jan.
5 for the public to review and comment on the
proposed changes. Since the release of the letter,
NMED has clarified that the initial Jan. 5 deadline
was only for “early” public comments and the final
deadline is Jan. 30. A public hearing on the matter
will be held Feb. 12 at 9am in the Training Room of
the Marquez Building at 525 Camino de los
Marquez, Ste. 1, in Santa Fe.

Former Trump Appointee Running For
Congress
A former Trump appointee who resigned amid
reports of mishandling a loan has announced his
candidacy for Congress. Dr. Gavin Clarkson, a
Republican and former New Mexico State
University business professor, was appointed
deputy assistant secretary for policy and economic
development in the Interior Department’s Bureau of
Indian Affairs by President Donald Trump in June.
Clarkson supervised a program that provides loan
guarantees to Indian businesses. As ProPublica
reported in early November, before being appointed
deputy assistant secretary, Clarkson allegedly
played a key role in helping a native tribe procure a
loan to buy a Wall Street brokerage. The transaction
would later be denounced by the inspector general
of the Interior Department after the brokerage went
bankrupt and the loan defaulted, leaving a $20
million liability for the Interior Department to
resolve. According to the IG’s report, the loan should
never have been approved since Clarkson’s
company was not an active lender. Clarkson
resigned from his position in the BIA in November,
after the report was made public. He announced
earlier this month that he would be running for the
Republican nomination for New Mexico’s 2nd
Congressional District seat, currently held by Rep.
Steve Pearce.

PED Chief Makes Insensitive Comments
New Mexico Public Education Secretary-designate
Christopher Ruszkowski recently came under fire
for saying Manifest Destiny was a principle of our
country, along with “freedom” and “options” during
a speech given at the New Mexico Coalition for
Charter Schools’ annual conference in December.
The comments drew harsh criticism from a number
of citizen groups, including a group of tribal leaders
who sent Ruszkowski a letter on Dec. 14 calling his
words “disgraceful.” Manifest Destiny was a
philosophical belief held by many Americans in the
19th century that white settlers were destined to
expand their territory across North America. This
belief was historically used to rationalize the
displacement and abuse of native groups. According
to a PED spokesperson, Ruszkowski met with the
vice president of the Navajo Nation and other tribal
leaders following the incident to apologize in
person. a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEE NEWS | CoUNty mAttErS

Splashing with Heroes
And Quezada is the chairman

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

A
gigantic water splash park and hero
firefighters took center stage at the quick,
Bernalillo County Commission meeting of

Jan. 9, 2018.

Local Helpers
County Commissioners honored three

Bernalillo County firefighters who went to Chino
Hills, Calif., to help with firefighting effortsin the
largest wildfire in California history. BernCo
firefighters Josh Skrondahl, Brannon Porch and
Robert Arguelles, along with other area
firefighters from Albuquerque, Corrales, Los
Alamos and Sandoval County, joined firefighters
from around the country fighting the deadly
California fires. Our local firefighters were a bit
shaken because they were working the fast-
moving Thomas Fire on the day a brave
California firemen lost his life fighting the same
ravaging fire.
The excitement didn’t end there. On Dec. 21,

on their way home to New Mexico, the metro
area firefighters came across a big rig on fire along
the interstate. Lucky for the truck driver, the
firefighters put out the fire and saved the load he
was hauling. The commission thanked the crew
for honorably representing New Mexico and the
county.

Got Splash?
Commissioners approved the second stage of

awesome upgrades to the South Valley Pool
located on Isleta Boulevard. Along with the
pool’s new decking, additional cabanas and picnic
areas, there now will be the state’s largest water
splash pad. South Valley Commissioner Steven
Michael Quezada said this project is the direct
result of the county asking residents what they
would like to have in their community. The water
play area will have a bucket water drop, water
slides, interactive sprays and some water cannons.
The splash pad will cost about $1.7 million with
the bucks coming from state and local funding
sources. It should be open and splashing for a
Memorial Day grand opening.

Passing the Gavel
Commissioner  Michael Quezada was

unanimously elected as the 2018 commission
chair taking the gavel from Commissioner Debbie
O’Malley. Commissioner Lonnie Talbert was
handed the vice chair position that Quezada held.
Commissioners then adopted the annual
sunshine law that requires the public business be
done in full public view, requiring deliberations
and actions by public bodies be taken in open
meetings. The Open Meetings Act accurately
says that “the democratic ideal is best served by a
well-informed public.” The Act is enforced by the
state’s Attorney General’s office, and violations of
the open meetings act are a misdemeanor
punishable by a fine of not more than $500.

Lock-up Fix
Up
Bernalillo

County’s
Metropolitan
Detention Center
will soon be getting
energy upgrades to
the tune of $13.9
million dollars.
County authorities,
and the company
that got the contract,
say the money saved
on utility bills will
pay for the work.
Some of the work
includes a complete
overhaul of the aged
heating, ventilation
and air conditioning
systems, roof and
sanitation repairs,
LED lights and the
installation of a 1.5-
megawatt solar
photovoltaic system.
Much to the chagrin
of the local utility companies, the county expects
to save about $500,000 on electric and gas bills
during the first year alone.

Help!
Bernalillo County is looking for community

members to take part in several Behavioral
Health Initiative subcommittees. The BHI is
funded by a 2014 one-eighth percent gross
receipts tax, and is intended to improve access to
mental and behavioral health. The tax generates
about $20 million annually and went into effect
Feb. 2015. The county joined up with the state
and Burque to form BHI with the goal of
providing an accessible, comprehensive
continuum of care for the county’s children,
youth and adults. According to county studies,
nearly 50 percent of Bernalillo County residents
need some level of mental health or substance
abuse treatment. These untreated health
conditions often intersect with police, increase
incarceration rates and cause over use of our
hospital emergency rooms.
There are four subcommittees—Crisis

Services; Prevention, Intervention and Harm-
Reduction; Housing; and Community Support. If
one of these sound like a good fit, email a resume
to BHInitiative@bernco.gov before Feb. 2. “We
see programs, inspired by our subcommittees,
supporting generations far into the future,”
County Manager Julie Morgas Baca said.
“Together we are truly building invaluable, legacy
programs for our community,” she added.

County Chatter
Bernalillo County Sheriff Manny Gonzales

says if you get a phone call from a BCSO deputy

or detective saying they have a warrant for your
arrest, don’t believe them. This is phone scam
that directs the person to call a number to pay the
warrant. Sheriff Gonzales said the department
never calls citizens to inform them of a warrant—
though a phone call would be way better for some
unfortunate folks who have had their doors
kicked in or blown open by deputies serving a
warrant.
If you get one of these calls let the department

know as this issue is currently under investigation.
The BCSO non-emergency number is 505-798-
7000. That way, the real deputies might catch the
fake deputies, with real warrants.

An Invitation
Commissioner Maggie Hart Stebbins invites

everyone to her next luncheon on Jan. 24, noon
to 1 pm, at the McKinley Community Center to
hear Captain Jackie Lance White from the
Albuquerque Fire Department. White is a former
University of New Mexico softball athlete and
former member of the Canadian Olympic
Softball team who has been with AFD for 16
years. She will demonstrate techniques that
might save some lives during an emergency,
maybe even your own. Bring your own lunch and
if you can let jhartley@bernco.gov know you are
coming. a

Send comments to carolyn@alibi.com
The next Bernalillo County Commission meeting:

Tuesday, Jan. 23, 5pm
Vincent E. Griego Chambers

Albuquerque/Bernaliillo County Government Center
1 Civic Plaza NW

View it on GOV TV 16 or at cabq.gov/govtv

BernCo Commission Chairman Quezada COURTESY NM POLITICAL REPORT
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZONWEEK OF JAN. 18-24

Compiled by Megan Reneau. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

FRIDAY JAN. 19THURSDAY JAN 18
LEARN
BARELAS COMMUNITY CENTER National Alliance on Mental
Illness Walks NM. The latest information about the state of
mental health in Albuquerque. Reservation recommended.
801 Barelas Rd SW. 6-7:30pm. alibi.com/v/5f10.

SELF SERVE How to Please a Penis: Better Handjobs, Blowjobs
and Beyond. For anyone who has a dick in their life and wants to
show it some love. Sterilized dildos for practicing provided. 3904
Central Ave SE. $20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5ev7.

FRIDAY JAN 19
YOGA ART SPACE Fight Like A Jedi: Straight Sword Workshop.
Become one with the force and learn simple ways to use a
light saber. 8338 Comanche Rd NE. $30-$50. 7-9pm. 13+.
310-7457. alibi.com/v/5ejc. See Event Horizon.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER
Experience the Sound of Soul. Chant HU, a once secret name for
God. 7521 Carmel Ave NE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! (800) 876-6704.
alibi.com/v/5fta.

SATURDAY JAN 20
LEARN
GUTIERREZ-HUBBELL HOUSE Tree Pruning and General Tree
Care. Learn how to get the most from your trees with instruction
on selection, care, preventing pests and disease and
fertility management. 6029 Isleta Blvd SW. 9am-noon. ALL-AGES!
314-0398. alibi.com/v/5gfl.

SUNDAY JAN 21
CIVIC PLAZA Women’s March. Register to vote, meet candidates
for upcoming elections and more. 1 Civic Plaza. 11am-3pm.
alibi.com/v/5gkn. See Event Horizon.

KIDS
TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Preschool LEAP into Science: Mystery
of the Monster Bug’s Shadow. Preschoolers and parents explore
light and shadows. 5700 Bogart St NW. 2-4pm. 897-8816.
alibi.com/v/5fae.

MONDAY JAN 22
LEARN
HIGHLAND SENIOR CENTER Highland Senior Center Veterans
Outreach. Veterans learn about the nuances and complicated
details regarding the VA and state veterans benefits. Bring your
DD-214 form. 131 Monroe Street NE. 10am-1pm. 18+.
383-2414. alibi.com/v/5d79.

SELF SERVE How to Use Massage for Better Sex. A fun
anatomy introduction where participants learn about strategic
touch techniques to unlock key relaxation points to release
access to deeper pleasure. 3904 Central Ave SE. $20.
7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5ev8.

TUESDAY JAN 23
NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER
Monthly Meeting of the Mind and Brain. Learn about the
concept of being open to experiences. Registration required.
6:45-8:30pm. 18+. alibi.com/v/5gyh.

LEARN
O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Solar Electric Photovoltaics. Expert
Jim DesJardins of Sol Luna Solar reviews the industry and
shares how folks can join this technology wave. 4310 Central
Ave SE. 6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 255-6782. alibi.com/v/5g25.

WEDNESDAY JAN 24
LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE HISPANO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE Dale
Carnegie: Strategic Planning. Learn about the importance of
strategic planning. Registration recommended. 1309 Fourth
Street SW. 9-10am. 842-9003. alibi.com/v/5fai.

SELF SERVE Butt Stuff: Exploring the Back Door. Learn about
techniques on relaxation, great anal-safe toys, lubricant options
as well as an intro to the prostate and bust myths about butts.
3904 Central Ave SE. $20. 7:30pm. 18+. 265-5815.
alibi.com/v/5ev9.

AN ELEGANT WEAPON FOR A
MORE CIVILIZED AGE

Be honest. The first time you watched Star Wars, you tried using
the Force to get the remote instead of getting up. Or subtly waved
your hand right before the grocery store’s automatic doors
opened. You can now make your dream of becoming a Jedi
Master or Sith Lord a reality at Mantis Kung Fu Academy & Yoga
Art Space. Join them Friday, Jan. 19 from 7 to 9pm to master
simple and effective ways to use your lightsaber at Fight Like A
Jedi: Straight Sword Workshop. If you haven’t gotten far enough
in your training to have built your own lightsaber yet, fear not (it
leads to the dark side), practice swords will be provided. Training
will cost just $30 per person or $50 for two so bring along your
Padawan or apprentice. You must RSVP to reserve your spot so
get off your tauntaun and let them know you’ll be there! YOGA ART

SPACE 8338 COMANCHE RD NE, 7 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/5ejc. (Valerie Serna) a

SATURDAY JAN. 20

HOWDY, NEIGHBOR

Some Texas trailer parks are basically their own
countries, and the Adobe Theater is handing out
the closest thing to a passport with the comedic
stage presentation of Doublewide, Texas. Join the
residents of a tiny trailer park as they battle being
annexed by a nearby town. Come see the sometimes
weird and always funny characters of this against-
the-grain comedy by the Jones Hope Wooten team
attempt to secede from Texas when the show opens
this Friday, Jan. 19 at 7:30pm. Tickets are $17 for
general admission and $15 opening weekend for
students and seniors. ADOBE THEATER 9813 FOURTH

STREET NW, 7:30PM alibi.com/v/5fn9. (Joshua Lee) a

COMMUNITY

CALENDAR

WHO CAN TELL THE DANCER FROM THE DANCE?

Pilobolus is a modern dance company that’s been performing for nearly 50 years. The founding members of this
storied troupe include Martha Clarke and Alison Chase, two of the most important dance-artists of the 20th
century. Current members are still focused on dream-like, theatrical processions that test the limits of the human
anatomy in complex, sometimes abstract choreographies. Their latest works, composed in coordination with
Pilobolus’ artistic director Michael Tracy, continue to fascinate audiences worldwide. Pilobolus appears on campus
at the UNM Center for the Arts, Popejoy on Friday, Jan. 19 to perform their singular and sometimes clothing
optional style of dance, contortion and human connection. Tickets range in price from $20 to $76 and the curtain
rises on this amazing and oft-times shocking (but in a good way) troupe of dancers at 8pm. POPEJOY HALL 203 CORNELL

DR NE, 8PM alibi.com/v/5ati. (August March) a

FETISH FOR FUN

It may be cold outside, but things are heating up at the Carnal Carnevale this Saturday, Jan. 20. Join Weekly Alibi
as we host an anonymous sensory soirée of sin—don on a mask and your sexiest suit for a night of incognito
naughtiness at a mystery location beginning at 7pm. For a payment of $65 by noon on Friday, Jan. 19, folks 21+
can enjoy uninhibited music, sexy cocktails, kinky demonstrations, erotic performances, sinfully delicious hors
d’oeuvres and so much more. SHHH, IT’S A SECRET, 7PM TO MIDNIGHT alibi.com/v/5bin. (Rini Grammer) a

SUNDAY JAN. 21

#POWERTOTHEPOLLS

It’s been a long year since the Women’s March of
2017, when women in cities across the nation, from
DC to Albuquerque to Dallas, marched in the streets to
advocate for our rights and to protest the new Harasser
in Chief of our country. Well, the battle is far from over.
On Sunday, Jan. 21, we gather again at the Civic Plaza
to register to vote and to hear from women and
progressive candidates running in 2018 elections.
From 11am to 2pm, folks of all ages are invited to
participate. CIVIC PLAZA 1 CIVIC PLAZA, 11AM TO 2PM

alibi.com/v/5gkn. (Robin Babb) a

ESMAIL AND DVORAK

Wintertime mornings provide an excellent opportunity
to listen to and learn about the vast tradition of art
music available to musicians and audiences in this
town by the river. With a great music school and a bevy
of talented players Albuquerque offers audiences quite
a bit when it comes to the classics. Chatter ABQ is at
the forefront of this arts programing, and on Sunday,
Jan. 21, the local musical collective presents a recital
of chamber music featuring a very new and beautiful
solo piano piece as well as a more traditional trio. The
recital, entitled Trio: Common Ground features
performances of Reena Esmail’s Rang De Basant for
Solo Piano and Antonin Dvorak’s Piano Trio in F Minor.
The players this week are pianist Judith Gordon, cellist
Dana Winograd and violinist Elizabeth Young. Poet
Joseph Bottone begins the day’s artistic encounter with
a reading of his latest verses; it all begins at 10:30am
tickets are $5 to $15 LAS PUERTAS 1512 FIRST STREET NW,

10:30AM alibi.com/v/5gzw. (August March) a

PHOTO BY RACHEL GARCIA 
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Exhibition of Tradition
This Friday, the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
unveils a new exhibition by Jonathan Juanico of
Acoma Pueblo. Juanico—a self-taught artist,
who is also the purveyor of Native Maize
Apparel & Design—blends traditional symbolism
and stories rooted in the natural world with
digital mediums that bring them to light in an
entirely new way. This collection of Juanico’s
work, titled Degrees of Tradition, will be up until
April 8, and is included with admission to the
museum. Join the artist and other celebrants for
a reception on Friday, Jan. 19, between 5 and
8pm. 

Adobe Theater Re-opens
After a brief shuttering while its interiors were
being renovated, the Adobe Theater (9813
Fourth Street NW) will swing open its doors
once more on Friday, Jan. 19, for the opening of
Doublewide, Texas. This comedy authored by the
same playwrights that brought us the wildly
popular The Savannah Sipping Society, weaves
a tale about life inside of one of the smallest
trailer parks in all of Texas. Here, the drama
unfolds as friends, enemies and neighbors of the
tiny community band together to fight
annexation. General admission is $20, and
Doublewide runs until Feb. 11.

Stuffed to Perfection
Join the creator of everyone’s favorite pop-up
toy shop, Color Wheel Toys, at Spurline Supply
Co. (800 20th Street NW) this Saturday, Jan.
20, for a wholesome, creative good time at their
Re-imagined Stuffed Animal Workshop. There,
for a pittance of $10, Keri from Color Wheel will
lead participants in the dissection of misfit toys,
and then, in the process of frankenstein-ing them
back together to create the creature of your
dreams. The hour-long lab begins runs from 2 to
3pm, and is suitable for everyone 9 years old and
up. 

All is Adult Coloring
You’ve probably seen his work on the bodies of
all of your friends, but this Wednesday, Jan. 24,
the one-and-only tattoo artist, printmaker,
designer and all-around artist-extraordinaire
Delano Garcia is bringing his work to an entirely
new venue at Adult Coloring Night. This
recurring event at Tractor Brewing Wells Park
(1800 Fourth Street NW) invites different
artists to host each time and bring their unique
flair to compositions to be colored. So, grab your
crayons, grab a drink, and get into creation mode
from 3 to 11pm. It’s all good and it’s all free.  a

FOUND OBJECTS

BYMAGGIE GRIMASON
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Playing with Shape
Emi Ozawa prompts viewers to Follow the Line toward wonder

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“P
lay is one of my central
interests,” Emi Ozawa
told me as we stood

squarely in the middle of the
large, ground-floor space of
Richard Levy Gallery (514
Central Ave. SW), its picture
windows perfectly framing the
ambling foot traffic down
Central Avenue. Shortly after
making this statement, Ozawa
proved her point by pulling a
scrap piece of paper out of her
brightly colored red folder and
drawing four lines down the
the center—one for each of us
in the gallery that morning.
She instructed me to pick a
line, and then we each took
turns making horizontal rungs
between the four vertical lines,
building haphazard ladders that
provide the foundation for
amidakuji, a common game of
chance in Japan. “It’s a really
easy game, it’s sort of a method
of lottery to decide who gets
what or who goes first,” she
explained. We each tracked a path downward
from the top, following the lines randomly
chosen until we one by one dropped to the
bottom on a specific path, where the paper was
unfolded and one of the vertical lines was
revealed to be first place, one second, third,
and on. Just like that, we found our places by
following the line. 

Follow the Line is also the name of Ozawa’s
exhibition of large, wooden sculpture and
smaller framed paper pieces that is currently
bringing color and movement to the
Downtown gallery space. Most of these
works—some taking up floor space, but most
of the pieces mounted (with custom hangers,
crafted by Ozawa herself)—were made during
a year-long tenure in Roswell, where Ozawa
had access to a larger studio than in her home
in Albuquerque. Given such space, the artist,
who formerly worked a great deal with paper,
and in small wooden pieces that are meant to
be touched, decided to apply her vision on a
broader scale than she had previously been
able to. What has resulted are works that share
the simple playfulness of amidakuji, and
similarly enunciate the myriad beautiful
possibilities that can be culled from simple
geometric shapes.

One of the first pieces Ozawa and I paused
in front of was very clearly a large, three-
dimensional wood rendering of the game we
had just played. Though now each line had a
brilliant coating of paint that underscored its
path downward. “I really liked to follow these
rules, it gave me some ideas,” she said of her

inspiration. “If I decided on six lines,” she said,
gesturing to the six vertical lines on the piece
before us, “I would try to do different spacing,
and see where the horizontal lines come in and
how many. And I made a lot of sketches and
tried many colors, because I didn’t know where
the colors were going or how they were going
to interact. I made many test amidakuji.” 

What’s created when these arbitrary paths
are enunciated in color is something visually
complex, and what’s more, in each of these
pieces negative space provides a foil to the
constructed part, and the gallery lights
generate shadow that creates its own complex
imagery underlying each one. “I’ve always
loved geometry,” Ozawa said. “Really, I start
with squares, then add more squares, or divide
squares. It’s really interesting … to show what
simple geometry can do.” She suggested that
because everyone is familiar with squares and
circles and the line, the wonder of each piece
can be puzzled out as we examine and move
around them. 

Ozawa, who originally hails from Tokyo,
also pointed to Japanese design and its
emphasis on clean shapes and patterns as
inspiration for her work. Tatami mats, shoji
screens, origami paper—these objects make
careful use of geometry and fill everyday lives
with their simple, mathematical beauty. Of
origami, Ozawa distilled the practice down
poetically: “The end responsibility is just to
fold and it is becoming something else.”
Ozawa, too, in her own way, starts with these
basic shapes—in her recent work, most often

the square—manipulating them
until they become visually
interesting, full of color, light
and motion.

From across the room, Ozawa
pointed out her piece titled
“Rain on Rain.” At a distance,
the sculpture looked like a flat
painting of blue and opal
colored rectangles running
straight down the plane of wood.
Yet, even at a distance, I could
see a jagged shadow created by
the work, suggesting that it
wasn’t flat at all. As we moved
closer, I discovered the texture
of the piece—a series of very
narrow, very square beams
arranged vertically so that each
sharp point faced outward. More
surprisingly, I found that as I
moved from one side to the
other, the colors changed, the
quality of the rain became
heavier, dominated by deep
blue. That so many of these
pieces require that the viewer be
in motion in order to understand
them illustrates Ozawa’s success
in bringing playfulness into the
gallery sphere—where there is

often too little of it. 
“I want to surprise [people],” Ozawa said. “So

that when you first approach, there’s one look,
but when you take a step left or right, it
changes. When you move, the look of the piece
changes, actually inch by inch. I want people to
enjoy that.” That process of discovery is joyful
and often thrilling, allowing for visitors to
easily, and compellingly, engage with the art. 

I asked Ozawa—who studied woodworking
and furniture making in order to support her
sculptural craft—what attracted her to wood as
a medium, even after she outlined the many
cumbersome tools she needs to complete her
work (handsaw, planer, joiner, sander, etc.). In
answer, she described the sensations of playing
with wooden toys washed in colorful paint
during her childhood, their tactile charm and
sturdiness. “Maybe that is why we make toys in
wood, because it has this feel to it. Maybe
that’s where it started, touch.” That she
reached for the example of playfulness once
more only underscores Follow the Line’s ability
to return us to the joyful discovery of
childhood, when tasked with the often
thrilling undertaking of trying to—visually and
intellectually—understand the deceptively
intricate workings of the world around us. 

Discover the beautiful shapes and patterns
of Ozawa’s work by dropping into the gallery
Tuesday to Saturday, between 11am and 4pm,
and attending the opening reception for Follow
the Line on Saturday, Jan. 27, between 6 and
8pm. Visit Ozawa’s portfolio anytime on line at
emiozawa.com. a

Ozawa mimics the playful geometry of a
common Japanese game in "Amidakuji"

EMI OZAWA, COURTESY OF RICHARD

LEVY GALLERY

JONATHAN JUANICO
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in the twilight
Vortex Theatre’s The Father unmoors, compels 

Theatre department professor—is astoundingly
good. Ford brings to life all the charm of the old
man, tempers it with vitriol, adds the shuffling
quality of old age and shapes André into
someone that is at once hard to fully like, but
evokes aching sympathy. He never asks for
sympathy, but in trying to assert the authority
and control he is no longer capable of possessing,
he naturally receives it. In the winter of his life,
André is returned to the helplessness of a child.
It is frightening to watch—he can no longer
recognize and connect with people and places he
knows intimately, because he can’t so much as
recognize them when they step onto the stage.
The world no longer makes any sense. The
audience is not shown this tragedy, we are gifted
the experience of it. 

The rest of the cast is equally capable as
Ford—particularly Merritt C. Glover, who,
gracefully exasperated, plays André’s good-
natured daughter. Through peripheral characters
like Anne in this small cast, just as we are
treated to André’s perspective, we also see the
drain he is on others. The play works quite well
in the intimate setting of the Vortex, in the
round, with a simple set. Under Kitts’ direction,
the dialogue and quality of the performances are
brought fully to bear—even in certain inflection,
gesture. After each clipped scene we are thrown
into disorienting darkness, distorted music
pumping through the speakers and carrying us to
the next scene. Already we are more lost than
we might have guessed. 

The ugliness, the tragedy of dementia, is so
poignantly played here, that several audience
members openly wept as we moved out of the
playhouse and into the lobby, out into the night.
The Father achieves that fullness of feeling, that
ability to transport us so completely, to show us
the experience of another so evocatively that
must always be the aim of theater, but is difficult
to hit so dead on. The experience—truly, the
experience—of The Father is one not to be
missed. Find tickets at vortexabq.org for the
show that runs until Feb. 4.  a

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

A
ndré has lost his watch. In fact, it is
perpetually lost, and that is significant as we
are bound to André and inserted into his

experience of the world in The Father, beautifully
brought to life at the Vortex Theatre (2900
Carlisle Blvd. NE). Brilliantly, and we must
assume quite deftly, translated from the
playwright star Florian Zeller’s original French by
Christopher Hampton, this production directed
by Lee Kitts quietly unmoors us just as André is
set adrift. We go together.

What time is it? Whose apartment is this?
Who are these people? The audience shares all
of our star’s confusion. You see, André, an
elegant old man, is being undone by dementia.
Through simple theatrical tricks—actors change,
the set subtly changes, we make constant
assumptions and are corrected about time and
place—that are so effective it is surprising to not
have seen them done before, we walk
straightaway into André’s embattled mind.
Perhaps that this rife, emotional territory has not
been much explored before is the result of simple
neglect in telling the stories of the elderly. As it
is told in The Father the fight to maintain a sense
of identity, to hold on to some semblance of past
strength is powerful, even devastating to watch
unfold. 

“I’m losing all my things,” André laments at
one point during the perpetual search for his
watch. “If this goes on much longer, I’ll be
naked, stark naked.” The line got a gentle laugh
from the full house of the theater that night, but
it is sadly prophetic. André—as the other central
character, his daughter Anne, describes—was
once formidable, powerful. On stage, over the
course of 90 short minutes, we watch him
diminish. 

The effectiveness of this entire play, even
with all its clever writing, hinges on the
performance of our main character. Assuming
the role of André, Paul Ford—a retired UNM

Cal | arts & lit 

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

THURSDAY JAN 18
WORDS
ALBUQUERQUE MUSEUM OF ART AND HISTORY Art and
Social Commentary. A panel discussion on social
commentary in art moderated by curator of art, Andrew
Connors and including artists Jami Porter Lara, and Bob
Haozous. 2000 Mountain Rd NW. 5-8:30pm. ALL-AGES!
243-7255. alibi.com/v/5exi.

STAGE
Q-STAFF THEATRE Pie. A comedic and magical exploration
of what happens when we don’t know what to do next. 400
Broadway Blvd SE. $10-$15. 7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES!
474-8400. alibi.com/v/5fb3.

FILM
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Bless Me, Ultima
(PG-13). The screen adaptation of Rudolfo Anaya’s iconic
work. 1701 Fourth Street SW. 7pm. ALL-AGES! 246-2261.
alibi.com/v/5flr.

FRIDAY JAN 19
STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Doublewide, Texas. A hilarious, fast-paced
comedy, where residents of one of the smallest trailer
parks in Texas are thrown for a loop when they realize
the nearby town of Tugaloo is determined to annex them.
9813 Fourth Street NW. $15-$17. 7:30pm. 13+.
898-9222. alibi.com/v/5fn9. See Event Horizon and
Found Objects.

Q-STAFF THEATRE Pie. 400 Broadway Blvd SE. $10-$15.
7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/18 listing.

VORTEX THEATRE The Father. A mystery wrapped in a high-
stakes experience of a person with Alzheimer’s. 2900
Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. 247-8600.
alibi.com/v/5fj8. See Theater Review.

SONG & DANCE
POPEJOY HALL Pilobolus. Highly-acclaimed modern dance
troupe performs unique dance style that explores
creativity, human connection and signature lifts and
contortions. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $20-$76. 8pm. 277-9771.
alibi.com/v/5ati. See Event Horizon.

SATURDAY JAN 20
STAGE
ADOBE ROSE THEATER, Santa Fe Firerock Performance
Premiere and DIY Launch. 1213 B Parkway. $15-$20.
7:30-9pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/19 listing.

ADOBE THEATER Doublewide, Texas. 9813 Fourth Street
NW. $15-$17. 7:30pm. 13+. See 1/19 listing. See Event
Horizon See Found Objects.

Q-STAFF THEATRE Pie. 400 Broadway Blvd SE. $10-$15.
7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 1/18 listing.

SHHH, IT’S A SECRET Weekly Alibi Fetish Events Presents
Carnal Carnevale. A sensory soirée of anonymous sin.
Enjoy uninhibited music, sexy cocktails, kinky
demonstrations, erotic performances, sinful hors d’oeuvres
and much more. 7pm-midnight. 21+. alibi.com/v/5bin.
See Event Horizon.

VORTEX THEATRE The Father. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE.
$15-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. See 1/19 listing. See Theater
Review.

SUNDAY JAN 21
WORDS
BOOKWORKS She Read to Us in the Late Afternoons. A
conversation with acclaimed authors Kathleen Hill and Sue
Hallgarth. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 3-5pm. 344-8139.
alibi.com/v/5fad.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Doublewide, Texas. 9813 Fourth Street
NW. $15-$17. 2pm. 13+. See 1/19 listing. See Event
Horizon See Found Objects.

VORTEX THEATRE The Father. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE.
$15-$22. 2pm. 13+. See 1/19 listing. See Theater Review.

See more events and submit your own at

alibi.com/events.
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BY ROBIN BABB

“Y
ou’re a community hub,” I told Anzia
Bennett after she talked with me all
morning about Three Sisters Kitchen,

her yet-to-open community kitchen project. She
thought I was talking about Three Sisters, but I
was talking about her. She knows everyone. 
Which is not to say she’s a name-dropper or

social climber—if Bennett is climbing anything,
she wants to bring all of her people up with her.
She believes in community with a capital C:
paying it forward, giving space to the people
who need it most and supporting one another
without the expectation of anything in return.
Community is what she’s trying to build.
Her Three Sisters Kitchen is an ambitious

project to create a space for people to come
together to cook, eat, test new recipes, develop
new food businesses, teach and learn from each
other. It is one part café, one part test kitchen,
one part dining room and one part classroom.
And, though many have come through with
support, input and funding for Three Sisters,
Bennett is now largely running the whole
operation herself.
The idea for Three Sisters was born of many

community meetings led by Downtown
Albuquerque MainStreet Initiative, the
Downtown Albuquerque Growers’ Market and
Delicious New Mexico along with Downtown
business owners and residents, nonprofits,
farmers and healthcare providers. Between 2015
and 2017, this grassroots group decided that
what downtown Albuquerque needed most was
“a welcoming space that celebrates and supports
local food producers year-round, promotes a
healthy community, and offers meaningful
opportunities to engage in the local food
system,” as the Three Sisters Kitchen website
says. Bennett, who was recruited to lead the
effort in mid-2016, was an obvious choice for
the person to head this venture: She has
experience working with several Albuquerque-
area nonprofits, a degree in Public Health and a
reputation for seeing projects through (she
worked with Agri-Cultura Network farmers to
build their La Cosecha CSA program). 
As she walks me through the soon-to-be

under-construction space at 109 Gold Avenue
SW, Bennett’s enthusiasm for the possibilities of
Three Sisters is obvious—despite the dozens of
times, I suspect, she’s given this same pitch to
others. Her unflagging energy, no doubt, has
come in handy during the long process of
planning and executing the project.
At the entrance of the building will be the

Local Foods Shop and Café, where people who
live and work Downtown can pick up a healthy
lunch that’s made largely from locally-produced
ingredients. There will also be a small stand of

fresh produce available to
buy, where people can
redeem their Fresh Rx
prescription: a program of
Presbyterian Healthcare
Services that allows
doctors to “prescribe” fresh
fruits and veggies to
patients suffering from
nutrition-related illnesses. 
The community dining

room is in the middle of
the space. Here, Bennett
imagines hosting dinners,
cookbook signings and
other events, as well as
renting the place out for
extra income. Beyond that
is the classroom: a spacious
“demonstration” kitchen
with a large island and space for an audience of
40 to take community cooking classes. “A
number of community members have already
reached out with ideas for community cooking
classes they’d like to teach: food as medicine
workshops, pie and pastry lessons, pasta making
classes . . .” Bennett tells me. A partnership with
Encuentro, a nonprofit that helps Latino
immigrants build skills for employment or
entrepreneurial opportunities, will offer
professional development workshops for home
health aides cooking for homebound patients
with special dietary needs. She imagines
cookbook authors stopping here on their tours
to give recipe demos and book signings as well.
Behind the scenes is the test kitchen: both

where food for the café will be prepared and a
commercial-grade kitchen where aspiring food
business entrepreneurs can test recipes on a large
scale and use kitchen equipment (like a
dehydrator or a tilt skillet) that they otherwise
wouldn’t have access to. Three Sisters Kitchen is
working closely with the Street Food Institute, a
successful nonprofit food business incubator, to
develop a food business entrepreneurial training
program. It’s very similar in concept to the
South Valley Economic Development Center’s
Mixing Bowl, a commercial kitchen made for
people who are just launching their food
businesses—but, Bennett says, there’s no
competition there. “We’ll be more of a funnel
into the Mixing Bowl,” she says, since the
Mixing Bowl can offer more space for those
businesses to grow.
Perhaps because Bennett’s enthusiasm for

Three Sisters is contagious, I begin
brainstorming about other uses for the space:
fundraiser dinners, happy hours, bake sales. And
I’m not the only one—just about everyone who
hears about the kitchen wants to get involved
somehow. So, what are the best ways for people
to help Three Sisters out? 

Donations of cookbooks and lightly used
kitchen equipment like aprons, dishes and
cooking tools are highly appreciated—email
anzia@threesisterskitchen.org to arrange pick-up
or drop-off. Cash donations are, of course,   also
appreciated, as Bennett will need plenty more
funding to buy the commercial-grade kitchen
equipment that she needs. You can donate at
threesisterskitchen.org/support
If you’re looking for a fun way to get involved

and help out, Bennett suggests hosting a
fundraiser dinner party. Cook dinner for some
friends and ask them each to chip in a few
dollars for the feast. You can then send in the
donation—and a recipe from the dinner to go
into the Three Sisters Kitchen Community
Cookbook. (Contact
anzia@threesisterskitchen.org for more info.)
She hopes to have a soft opening for the

space sometime in the spring or early summer of
this year, but acknowledges that progress has
been a lot slower than she wanted. “I wanted to
open last year,” she says, “but between planning,
permitting and finding funds for all the kitchen
equipment and staff …” she winces. It’s not an
uncommon predicament for many business
owners in Albuquerque, nonprofit or otherwise. 
When Three Sisters Kitchen does open its

doors, you can be sure there will be people lined
up to see inside. One good thing about the
extended planning time is that more and more
people have come on board as funders or
partners in the endeavor, and Bennett has
gotten more input on what people want to see
her do with the space. But she’s still eager to see
the place up and running—on the day I visit the
space, there’s flooring protection being put down
in the classroom to get ready for future
renovations, and Bennett is thrilled about it.
“It’s so nice to finally see something happening
in here,” she says. Despite all the energy she’s
already given to this project, she’s only getting
started. a

Three Sisters Kitchen Builds
Healthy Community

Anzia Bennett talks big plans for the kitchen and café

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BYROBIN BABB

Paying it Forward
In this week’s issue, we’re looking at

people in the food world of Albuquerque
who are paying it forward—making it a little
easier for hungry people to get healthy,
affordable food. Here you’ll meet Wade
McCullough, owner of the donation-based
restaurant Karma Cafe, and Anzia Bennett,
whose Three Sisters Kitchen project will
bring people together to cook, eat and
learn from each other. To say that these
two are well-liked is putting it mildly:
People use terms like “inspiring” and
“heaven-sent” when talking about them.
The reason we wanted to highlight these

community leaders is because, well,
sometimes they need us to pay it forward,
too. They both operate on business models
that, in addition to being about serving
people (especially the systematically
underprivileged and ignored people) in their
community, require the people who can
afford it to give a little extra. If you go out
to eat with any regularity, then I’ll wager
you can probably afford to help somebody
else get a meal, too. And if you think that a
business that relies on people taking care
of each other isn’t viable, then, well, I really
hope all that capitalist ideology keeps you
warm at night, Scrooge.
In the feature article on Three Sisters

Kitchen we highlight ways you can get
involved and help Bennett build her
organization from the ground up. When I
asked McCullough what the most helpful
thing people could do for Karma Cafe was,
he said, “Just get the word out.” Both of
these places have little room in the budget
for advertising, so it’s our job to let people
know about the work that they’re doing.
Karma Cafe and Three Sisters Kitchen

aren’t the only food organizations making a
positive impact in their communities,
though. And they’re certainly not the only
ones who need our help.
Due to permitting delays, Moktezu-mart

opened in November rather than the spring
of last year—not the best time of year for a
local produce market to find its sea legs,
financially speaking. Fidel González, the
owner of Moktezu-mart and of Los Jardines
de Moktezuma Farm, has started a
GoFundMe page to purchase some of the
remaining kitchen and restaurant
equipment he needs for the market/café to
support itself through the winter. González
has been a champion for local farmers and a
crucial force in the Agri-Cultura Network
farming cooperative, and by helping him out
you’d also be helping out a huge network of
growers who sell at his market. Check out
gofundme.com/moktezumart-market to
donate to his campaign, and make sure you
stop in at Moktezu-mart to get some
delicious atolé to warm the cockles of your
heart.
The season of giving might officially be

over, but helping out the folks in your
community never goes out of style. If you
know of a food or agriculture nonprofit that
could use a highlight this year, let me know
about it at robin@alibi.com. a
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Year of Good Karma
Karma Cafe encourages patrons to buy

meals for those in need

BY ROBIN BABB

W
ade McCullough is sitting at a
picnic table talking with two
customers when I walk into

Karma Cafe. He invites me to join
them and then brings me a cup of
coffee from the kitchen, which is
largely open to the front of the
restaurant. M.I.A.’s “Paper Planes” is
playing in there and one of the
cooks is nodding to the beat.

McCullough is preternaturally
calm and and soft-spoken; one gets
the idea that he could diffuse any
argument with relative ease. Every
time a customer walks in he rises to
greet them, or, more often, give
them a hug and ask how they’re
doing. Karma Cafe has been here
just over a year, but it’s already a
fixture in the lives of many people in the
community. 

Karma Cafe is special because it encourages
customers to pay it forward—for each customer
who pays standard price, some of the price of the
meal goes toward a “meal voucher” that can be
claimed by somebody who can’t afford to pay for
their meal. It’s a unique business model, to say
the least. The system is inevitably taken
advantage of by some who don’t really need the
free meal, but there are also some who pay more
than their share to make up for it. 

McCullough got the idea for Karma Cafe
when he was couchsurfing through Australia
several years back and came upon Lentil as
Anything, a not-for-profit restaurant in Sydney
that serves food to everyone who comes in,
regardless of how much (or if) they can pay.
(“The founder there really loved an Australian
metal band called Mental as Anything,”
McCullough says when I raise my eyebrows at
the name.) He began volunteering in the
kitchen there for a while, and eventually got a
paid job as a cook. When he moved back to his
hometown of Albuquerque, he decided he
would try to open up a similar place of his own.
All this brainstorming started about five years
ago. He opened the Food Karma food truck,
which served donation-based meals—breakfast
burritos and carne adovada tacos and steaming
bowls of hearty posolé—at the Downtown
Grower’s Market in the spring of 2016. The
brick-and-mortar restaurant opened in
November of that year, and began serving many
of the same dishes, along with a rotating menu
of specials based on what’s in season (and what’s
been donated to the café recently). When I
visit, the lunch specials are Indian curry, which
comes with a generous portion of basmati rice,
naan and onion pakora, and French onion soup
topped with melty brie-covered toast.

As much time and effort as McCullough has
put into Karma Cafe, he’s quick to point out
that he didn’t build the place up on his own.

“There’s some strong players that have helped
out along the way,” he says, smiling at the two
customers who share our table.

These are April and Rudy, who have become
dedicated regulars at the café. They’re both
retired and have grown daughters who’ve moved
away from home, and they’ve appreciated
Karma Cafe’s open-door policy during lean
times. But they don’t just benefit from the café;
they’ve pitched in to help when help was
needed. They’ve brought in food donations
when they could and volunteered their time in
and outside of the kitchen—Rudy even helped
fix their ventilation hood. It’s folks like them
that have changed the tide when the restaurant
was struggling.

“It’s been turbulent for sure,” McCullough
says when I ask him how the café’s first year of
business has been. The concept of paying an
extra, unspecified amount along with the meal’s
price to help an anonymous person in need
makes some people feel a little put on the spot.
But the people at Karma Cafe are far from
judging just how generous each customer is
being. They understand that one week you may
be able to pay extra, and one week you may
have to claim one of the meal vouchers for
yourself. 

Melinda and Faith, two other regular
customers at the café, are grateful for the meal
vouchers, and for the lack of stigma attached to
using them. “We knew we would never be
turned away,” Faith says. “It’s like a family to me.
They help me out when I’m in need, and I try to
help them out when they’re in need.” When she
hears me coughing (from the chest cold that
everyone in the city has had at least once this
winter) she asks if I’ve had the apple cider, then
promptly orders me a mug of it, assuring me it’s
delicious—it is. 

I try to pay for the cider at the counter when
I’m leaving, but the cashier just shakes his head
and winks at me. “One hand washes the other,”
he says. “Get us back next time.” I plan on it. a
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FILM | FILM revIew

12 Strong
Latest war movie proves Hollywood is still soldiering on

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

B
ased on Doug Stanton’s nonfiction
accounting of the first US military strike
team sent into Afghanistan in the wake of

9/11, The Horse Soldiers recently changed its
name to 12 Strong—all the better to comport
with unspoken Hollywood dictates that all
films about the military now contain the words
“brave” or “strong.” By any other name, the
film is a dutiful, occasionally pulse-pounding
piece of wartime agitprop.
We start, expectedly enough, on the

homefront. It’s September 11, 2001. The
World Trade Center and the Pentagon have
been attacked by foreign terrorists. We see
television news coverage through the eyes of
various US Army Green Berets stationed in
the American South. Front and center is
Captain Mitch Nelson (loosely inspired by
real-life “Horse Soldier” Mark Nutsch).
Nelson (played in full-blown hero mode by
Thor himself, Chris Hemsworth) has left the
Special Forces team he trained behind and is
now moving up the ranks of military brass. But
in the wake of the shocking terrorist attacks,
his current job pushing paper around an office
doesn’t sit well with him. So he volunteers to
lead his old squad into battle in Afghanistan.
Proving himself both smart and tough, he’s
given the go-ahead by his superiors. 
Following a few scenes of standard-issue

domestic drama (unhappy wives bidding their
frequently absent husbands goodbye), Nelson
and his team (Michael Shannon, Michael
Peña, Trevante Rhodes, Geoff Stults and Thad
Luckinbill among them) are shipped out to
Afghanistan (actually New Mexico, subbing
nicely with the occasional assist of some CGI
mountaintops). They’ve been tasked with
retaking the Taliban stronghold of Mazar-i-
Sharif. In order to do that, Nelson’s 12-man
squad must join up with and earn the respect

of local warlord General Abdul Rashid
Dostum (Iranian actor Navid Negahban from
“Homeland”). Dostum is a canny, cagey old
warrior who has been fighting impossible
battles in the area since the Soviet Era. Wary
of the general’s help, Nelson nonetheless
accompanies him and his ragtag army on
various Taliban raids, calling in crucial
American air strikes to assist. The team has
been given six weeks to reach Mazar-i-Sharif,
but Nelson is wise enough to know that the
winter storms will hit Afghanistan in just three
weeks, closing off all the mountain passes and
effectively putting a stop to their mission.
Nothing like a ticking clock to ratchet up the
tension.
Danish director/photojournalist Nicolai

Fuglsig—operating under the bombastic
banner of producer Jerry Bruckheimer (Top
Gun, Crimson Tide, Pearl Harbor, Black Hawk
Down)—lends some welcome grit to the film’s
many battle scenes. Fuglsig covered the
Kosovo War as a photographer and has a
convincing eye for realistic action. Though
the Americans are there mostly to call out
bombing coordinates to high-altitude planes,
they’re following a seemingly bloodthirsty
warlord who dismisses the idea of order-
following soldiers and exalts the concept of
true “warriors” ready to die for a cause. Dostum
immediately pegs Nelson as a desk-bound
administrator, saying he—unlike the battle-
hardened Green Berets under his command—

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

Hopp On
The Albuquerque Film & Music Experience is
back again this year, on the schedule for June 4
through 10. This coming Thursday, Jan. 18,
however, the eclectic
film festival will hold
a special fundraiser
event. Starting at
6pm at the KiMo
Theatre (423 Central
Ave. NW) you can
catch a screening of
the Dennis Hopper
documentary Along
For the Ride. Hopper
had a long
association with New
Mexico, having lived
here for years and
having shot films like
Easy Rider in state. With Along For the Ride, the
famed actor/director/artist/collector is profiled
alongside his struggle to shoot the infamous,
self-referential South American drama The Last
Movie. The documentary is based around stories
of Hopper told by Hopper’s “biker-hippie right-
hand man,” Satya De La Manitou. Tickets are
$10 and can be reserved, in advance, through
kimotickets.com.

Get Blessed
The 2011 film adaptation of New Mexico author
Rudolfo Anaya’s beloved 1972 novel Bless Me,
Ultima screens this Thursday, Jan. 18 at the
National Hispanic Cultural Center. Anaya’s
original novel, a coming-of-age tale about a
young boy mentored by a mysterious spiritual
healer in rural New Mexico, is considered one of
the hallmarks of Chicano literature. The 2011 film
version was directed by Carl Franklin (One False
Move, Devil in a Blue Dress) and shot in and
around Santa Fe and Albuquerque. This is a free,
ticketed event. To ensure a seat, pick up a ticket
at the Bank of America Theatre box office (1701
Fourth Street NW) starting at 6pm. The film
starts at 7pm.

Go West
On Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 19 and 20, Travis
Miller—director and co-founder of Running Wild
Films—will come through Albuquerque to
introduce screenings of his small studio’s newest
films at the Guild Cinema (3405 Central Ave.
NE). On Friday, at 10:30pm, Guild will screen
The Curse of the Dragon Sword—a low-budget
kung fu film comedy lensed in Colorado. On
Saturday, at 10:30pm, Guild will screen Blood
Country—a down-and-dirty Western shot in
Mississippi and starring Jeremy London
(Mallrats, “Party of Five”). Miller isn’t just coming
to town to show off his indie films, however. He’s
launching an ambitious “12 Westerns in 12
Months” project. The project is set to begin in
2020. Miller and his team at Running Wild intend
to produce a dozen moderately budgeted
Westerns in Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado and
Mississippi. On Friday and Saturday, Jan. 19 and
20, Miller will hold auditions for this project.
Over 50 actors have already scheduled
appointments on Jan. 19, filling up the schedule.
Saturday, however, will be an open casting call
for all actors. All ages, races, genders and
experience levels are welcome. These open
auditions will take place Jan. 20 from 10am to
3pm at Far Horizons Studio (300 Washington
Street SE). For more information on the casting
call, go to bit.ly/2mLAvVA. For details on the
films, go to guildcinema.com. a

lacks “killer eyes.” But once again, Captain
Nelson proves his smarts and toughness on the
battlefield. Time and again the American and
Afghani forces have no choice but to ride in
on their horses (the only reliable form of
transport in the treacherous mountain passes)
and engage Taliban soldiers in pitched
firefights.
When sending camera drones drifting over

various artfully exploding battlefields, 12
Strong is on solid ground—a sort of bullet-
riddled modern update of countless old
Hollywood Westerns. It’s a good thing, since
the tightly focussed script rarely bothers with
any other kind of drama. There’s no
interpersonal conflict among the soldiers.
Enough of them are handed a single character
trait (Peña, for example, is the funny one) to
distinguish the leads from the background
extras. There’s no question about the
importance or validity of their overall mission.
(The evil Taliban chief they’re after wears
black and glowers a lot, in case you can’t figure
out who the bad guys are.) Even with the
ginned-up “trust” issues between Nelson and
Dostum, there’s little doubt about the stand-
up-and-cheer outcome. A bit more drama and
conflict (other than firefights) might have
given the film some depth and complexity. But
the sheer number of bullets and explosions
make the trek from point A to point B
exciting, nonetheless.
Though its simplistic black-hat/white-hat

conflict is never in question, 12 Strong avoids
the gung-ho jingoism of most flag-waving war
films—from 1968’s The Green Berets to 1986’s
Top Gun to 2012’s Act of Valor (an action
movie/recruitment video starring actual,
active-duty US Navy SEALs and Special
Warfare Combatant-Craft Crewmen). Those
inclined to see a movie about the
unquestioned heroism of American soldiers
(and cannily employing the word “strong”)
will like this patriotic dustup just fine.  a

12 Strong
Directed by Nicolai Fuglsig

Starring Chris Hemsworth, Michael Shannon,

Michael Peña, William Fichtner

Rated R

Opens Thursday 1/18

Soldier, meet horse. Horse, meet soldier.
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I
t’s not unusual, in their never-ending quest to
lure viewers, for networks to “change brands.”
In 1991 the self-explanatory Court TV re-
launched as truTV (a lowbrow reality TV
network that subsequently started focusing more
on comedies and hidden-camera prank shows in
2014). In 2010 the highly specific (and all but
unknown) Gospel Music Channel became UP
(uplifting entertainment for families).
Televangelist Pat Robertson’s Christian
Broadcasting Network evolved into The Family
Channel in 1990, The FOX Family Channel in
1998 and ABC Family in 2001, before crystalizing
into the “millennials and teens” network
Freeform in 2016. Also in 2016, H2 (History
Channel’s “international” sister station) became
the edgy, weed-and-skateboards channel
Viceland. Now, the macho man network Spike
TV (formerly known as The National Network,
formerly known as The Nashville Network) is
undergoing its latest image revamp. Say goodbye
to Spike and hello to Paramount.
Network owner Viacom is currently trying to

refocus the majority of its media business around
its six “flagship” brands: BET, Comedy Central,
Nickelodeon, Nick Jr., MTV and the Paramount
Pictures movie studio. Oddly enough, this isn’t
the first time Viacom has tried to launch a
Paramount TV station. From October 1993 to
September 2006, the United Paramount Network
was broadcasting shows like “Star Trek: Voyager”
and “The Secret Diary of Desmond Pfeiffer.” In
2006, however, the floundering UPN was
combined with crosstown rival The WB to create
still-going DC superhero/teen soap opera
repository The CW.
Executives at the “new”-ish Paramount

Network are trying their damnedest to forge an
identity independent of their testosterone-addled
predecessors—while still importing the majority

of Spike’s popular shows. “Ink Master,” “Bar
Rescue,” “Bellator MMA” and “Lip Sync Battle”
will all make the migration from Spike to
Paramount. The network will launch, in fact, at
7pm on Thursday, Jan. 18 with a live, hour-long,
Michael Jackson-centric edition of “Lip Sync
Battle.” 
Despite the familiar shows, executives are still

pushing their “reinvention” of the network,
creating what they describe as a home for
“premium, original storytelling.” That sounds a
lot less focused than Spike’s “MMA-heavy shows
for dudebros,” But lately, cable networks have
become worried about their “specialized”
audiences. (Remember a couple years back when
the Sci-Fi Channel tried to dump the sci-fi and
rebrand itself as Syfy?) 
Perhaps Paramount Network will find a

broader (read: more female) audience with its
new shows. Kicking off Paramount’s first week is
the high-profile “Waco” mini-series about the
1993 Branch Davidian compound siege in Texas
starring Taylor Kitsch, Michael Shannon, Melissa
Benoist and John Leguizamo. “American
Woman” is a ’70s-set sitcom starring Alicia
Silverstone as an unconventional single mom.
The show’s retro style has even inspired
advertisers to create faux-vintage commercials for
their brands. “Heathers” is a “pitch black
anthology” based on the 1988 cult movie and will
include social media and Instagram feeds from the
characters, allowing viewers to interact with the
mean girls. Kevin Costner, meanwhile, will star in
the modern-day Western “Yellowstone,” about a
(fictional) family that owns the largest contiguous
ranch in the United States—a piece of property
bordering Yellowstone National Park—which
puts them in regular conflict with a wide range of
rivals. These Paramount Network shows—and
others, presumably—are scheduled to debut
spring/summer 2018. a

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX By DEVIN D. O’LEaRy

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

Catherine Zeta-Jones stars as Griselda
Blanco, the Colombian queen of narco-
trafficking known as “The Black Widow.”
Isn’t that pretty much the American
Dream—to be played by someone way
more attractive than you in your
posthumous TV biopic?

“Planet Earth: Blue Planet II” (BBC
America 7:30pm) The BBC’s premiere
nature porn series returns with lots of
sexy, slow-mo pics of oceans.

SUNDAY 21

“Counterpart” (Starz 6pm) In this sci-fi
twist on the paranoid espionage genre,
a lowly UN bureaucrat (J.K. Simmons)
discovers that his agency is secretly
guarding a portal to a parallel universe.
Now, he’s forced to work with his much
cooler alternate self from another
dimension.

“24th Annual Screen Actors Guild
Awards” (TBS/TNT 6pm) Kristen Bell,
flying high thanks to NBC’s brilliant “The
Good Place,” hosts.

“The Resident” (KRQEDT2 8pm) An
idealistic young medical intern (Matt
Czuchry) is teamed with a cranky and
“unconventional” mentor (Bruce
Greenwood).

MONDAY 22

“The Alienist” (TNT 7pm) Caleb Carr’s
best selling historical crime novel, first
published in 1994, finally gets a TV
adaptation. In 1896 New York, newly
appointed police commissioner Teddy
Roosevelt unites a journalist (Luke
Evans), a criminal psychologist (Daniel
Brühl) and a headstrong secretary
(Dakota Fanning) to solve a series of
gruesome murders of boy prostitutes. 

“James Patterson’s Murder is Forever”
(Investigation Discovery 8pm) Hyper-

prolific author James Patterson
presents this anthology crime
drama, each episode of which is
based on a real-life crime. On a
side note: It you ever need money,
just come up with a TV show title
that contains the words
murder/murderer and/or
kill/killer/killing and ID will buy it,
no questions asked.

TUESDAY 23

“We’ll Meet Again” (KNME-5 7pm)
A Japanese-American woman
sent to an internment camp
hopes to find a childhood friend
and a survivor from a Jewish
ghetto searches for the child of
the family who befriended him in
this new, history-centric
documentary series.

“Bellevue” (WGN 8pm) When a
transgender teen goes missing, a
small-town Canadian police
officer (Anna Paquin) dredges up
info on a 20-year-old unsolved
murder. Has the killer returned?

WEDNESDAY 24

“Let’s Get Physical” (POP 6:30pm)
Matt Jones (“Breaking Bad”),
Chris Diamantopoulos (“Silicon
Valley”) and AnnaLynne McCord
(“90210”) star in this aerobics-
based sitcom.

Waco (Paramount 8pm) Taylor
Kitsch, Michael Shannon, Melissa
Benoist, John Leguizamo and
Rory Culkin star in this high-profile
miniseries about the clash
between Texas cult leader David
Koresh and the forces of the FBI
and ATF in 1993. It was shot in
New Mexico. a

THURSDAY 18

“Black Card Revoked” (BET 8pm) The
popular party game testing knowledge
of pop culture, entertainment,
historical facts and politics from an
African-American perspective gets its
own TV game show hosted by
actor/comedian Tony Rock.

FRIDAY 19

Step Sisters (Netflix streaming
anytime) A highly successful black
girl—president of her sorority, student
liaison to the college dean, potential
Harvard Law transfer and captain of
her school’s champion step dance
crew—is forced to teach a bunch of
hard-partying, rhythmically challenged
white gals how to dance. Oh, white
people.

“The Adventures of Kid Danger”
(Nicktoons 4:30pm) Henry Hart is a
seemingly ordinary 8th grader—but
he’s got a secret job serving as
sidekick-in-training to the famed
superhero Captain Man. This
afternoon cartoon comes from the
creator of such tween hits as “Drake
& Josh,” “Zoey 101, “iCarly,”
“Victorious” and “Sam & Cat.”

SATURDAY 20

Cocaine Godmother: The Griselda
Blanco Story (Lifetime 6pm)

Paramount Network
Returns
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FILM | CAPSULES by DEvIn D. O’LEAry

Room With a View) adapts the book from André Aciman,
and Italian Luca Guadagnino (I Am Love) directs this
lush, louche and incredibly languid coming-of-age love
story. Teenage Elio (Timothée Chalamet) is an upper-
upper middle-class Jewish-American kid lazing around
his academic parents' Italian villa for the summer. Twen-
tysomething Oliver (Armie Hammer) is the Adonis-like
graduate student who shows up to push papers for Elio's
dad. The two lol about the pool, eating ripe fruit and glar-
ing at each other under hooded eyelids. After an hour or
so of that, Elio gets around to confessing that he might
be gay and might be attracted to Oliver. Lots of walks
through the picturesque Italian countryside and a few in-
credibly academic debates ensue. Also, some sex. A tiny
bit anyway. Reviewed in v27 i2. 132 minutes. R. (Century
14 Downtown)

Coco 
Pixar turns to Mexican culture and Day of the Dead for
this animated feature about an aspiring young musician
who confronts his family's ancestral ban on music by en-
tering the Land of the Dead to work out the mystery. Gael
García Bernal, Benjamin Bratt, Alfonso Arau, Edward
James Olmos and Gabriel Iglesias are among the voice
talent. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Icon Cin-
emas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Commuter
Liam Neeson does his now standard "quiet, unassuming
old dude kicks some serious ass" thing in this trans-
portation-based thriller. Neeson reunites with Spanish di-
rector Jaume Collet-Serra (Non-Stop) for ... well,
Non-Stop on a train instead of a plane. Seems that Nee-
son's unassuming businessman gets caught up in a
murderous criminal conspiracy during his regular com-
mute home. Vera Farmiga, Patrick Wilson, Sam Neill and
Elizabeth McGovern are along for the ride. 104 minutes.
PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Condorito: The Movie
This computer-animated Chilean cartoon finds a soccer-
playing condor boy (just roll with it) embarking on a "hi-
larious adventure" to save the planet from evil alien
invaders. It's based on a popular Chilean comic strip
which has been around since 1949. In Spanish with
English subtitles. 88 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

Darkest Hour
Gary Oldman transforms himself for this historical biopic
about British Prime Minister Winston Churchill. The film—
directed by Joe Wright (Atonement, Pride & Prejudice,
Anna Karenina)—covers much the same early World War
II time period as Christopher Nolan's Dunkirk. Despite its
wartime setting, the film is really a testament to the
power of words and the ability of great speakers (not to
mention great actors) to inspire others. 125 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Ferdinand
John Cena, Kate McKinnon, Bobby Cannavale, Gina Ro-
driquez and Peyton Manning provide the voices for this
CGI toon about a kindhearted, flower-sniffing bull, who is
mistaken for a dangerous beast and taken from his idyl-

OPENING THIS WEEK

12 Strong
Reviewed this issue. 130 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday
1/18 at Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Century 14 Downtown,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Alien
Ridley Scott's original 1979 sci-fi horror flick returns in
all its chest-bursting, cat-scaring glory. Sigourney Weaver
stars as the last tenacious survivor of a space merchant
vessel invaded by an unstoppable alien menace. 117
minutes. R. (Opens Sunday 1/21 at Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque)

Blood Country
Set in Mississippi and based on true events, this low-
budget Western tells the story of a man accused of
killing his brother and hunted down by the "honorable"
local sheriff. Jeremy London (Mallrats) stars. 90 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Saturday 1/20 at Guild Cinema)

Chamak
Kush, a gynecologist and a playboy (played by Chan-
danavana star Ganesh), refuses his family's wishes to
marry because his freedom will be curtailed. He later
marries Khushi (Rashmika Mandanna), an innocent
young student—while acting as if he is an innocent guy in
front of her family. It's a romantic comedy. In Kannada
with English subtitles. 143 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Sunday 1/21 at Century Rio)

The Curse of the Dragon Sword
Shot in Colorado, this low-budget kung fu comedy finds
a father-and-daughter duo on a quest to re-forge the leg-
endary "Dragon Sword." 90 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 1/19 at Guild Cinema)

Den of Thieves
This gritty crime saga alternately follows an elite unit of
the LA County Sheriff's Dept. and the state's most suc-
cessful bank robbery crew. While the outlaws plan a
seemingly impossible heist on the Federal Reserve Bank,
the cops close in on them. Gerard Butler, O'Shea Jack-
son Jr. and 50 Cent star. 140 minutes. R. (Opens Friday
1/19 at Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Century 14 Downtown,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Drop Dead Gorgeous
Kirsten Dunst, Denise Richards, Ellen Barkin and Kirstie
Alley star in this 1999 comedy about a small-town
beauty pageant that turns deadly when various contest-
ants start to die in mysterious ways. 97 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Tuesday 1/23 at Flix Brewhouse)

Forever My Girl
If you love movies based on Nicolas Sparks books … I
personally think you should be questioning your taste
level. On the other hand, the makers of this sub-Lifetime
Channel romance think that if you love movies based on
Nicolas Sparks books, you should totally come watch
their film. No, it's not based on a Nicolas Sparks book,
but writer-director Bethany Ashton Wolf (who co-wrote
the one Leonardo DiCaprio film no one's ever seen,
Don's Plum) sure knows how to work those tropes.
Seems a famous country music star (Alex Roe, The 5th
Wave) returns to his small Louisiana hometown after 10
years. He promptly reunites with the high-school sweet-
heart he left at the altar (Jessica Rothe, Happy Death
Day) and inherits a previously unknown daughter. The
producers use the words "heartwarming" and "uplifting"
an awful lot. 104 minutes. PG. (Opens Friday 1/19 at
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

Freak Show
An outrageous, out-and-proud, gender-bending teenager
named Billy Bloom (Alex Lawther from The Imitation
Game) is unceremoniously sent by his glamorous mother
(Bette Midler) to live with his straight-laced father. Sud-
denly, the diva-out-of-water finds himself attending an
ultra-conservative high school. Undaunted by the bullies
and nay-sayers, Billy sets out to make a name for himself
by challenging the school's reigning mean girl (Abigail
Breslin) for the title of homecoming queen. 95 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Friday 1/19 at Guild Cinema)

Hostiles
In 1892—as the American West and the "Indian Wars"
are dying off—a legendary Army captain (Christian Bale)
agrees to escort a Cheyenne chief (Wes Studi) and his
family through dangerous territory in this mournful, hard-
hitting historical Western from writer-director Scott
Cooper (Crazy Heart). As the hard journey wears on, the
troupe adds a string of disparate new members, raising
the danger and tension level. This dark, thoughtful West-

ern has more than a few tonal echoes of Clint East-
wood's era-ending Unforgiven. 134 minutes. R. (Opens
Friday 1/19 at Century Rio)

Killing For Love
This gripping, true crime docudrama explores the grue-
some 1985 killings of Nancy and Derek Haysom in cen-
tral Virginia. Arrested and convicted for the murder of the
wealthy socialites were the Haysom's overachieving aca-
demic daughter and her high-society, son-of-a-diplomat
boyfriend. New evidence, recanted confessions and a
wealth of personal interviews—all dug up by a couple of
obsessive German filmmakers—cast serious doubt on
the long-held narrative of this real-life film noir case. 130
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 1/19 at Guild Cinema)

Kung Fu Panda
In this 2008 family cartoon, Jack Black provides the
voice for a panda whose lazy ways must be reformed
when his peaceful valley is invaded by the forces of evil.
To help fulfill his destiny, our chubby, reluctant hero is
trained by a group of animalistic martial arts masters
(among them: Jackie Chan, Angelina Jolie, Lucy Liu and
Dustin Hoffman). Reviewed in v17 i23. 90 minutes. PG.
(Opens Wednesday 1/24 at Flix Brewhouse)

Look & See: A Portrait of Wendell Berry
In the last half-century, rural Henry County, Ky., has be-
come an ideological battleground. Once the home to
agrarian virtues of simplicity, land stewardship, sustain-
able farming and local economies, the county is now a
capital-intensive model of industrial agriculture, machine
labor, chemical fertilizers, soil erosion and crushing debt.
Filmed over the course of four seasons, this documen-
tary blends observational scenes of farming life and in-
terviews with modern-day farmers, activists and
community members. 82 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Tues-
day 1/23 at Guild Cinema)

My Neighbor Totoro
This 1988 kiddie film is master Japanese animator
Hayao Miyazaki's most impossibly charming film. Two lit-
tle girls move to a rural house to be near their ailing
mother and are soon befriended by a giant, fuzzy spirit of
the forest. The story is super simple, but the film is sim-
ply irresistible. English dubbed and in Japanese with
English subtitles. 86 minutes. G. (Opens Monday 1/22
at Flix Brewhouse)

Phantom Thread
Writer-director Paul Thomas Anderson (Boogie Nights,
There Will Be Blood) reunites with Daniel Day-Lewis for
this Hitchcockian period romance about a perfectionist
fashion designer (Day-Lewis) in post-World War II Lon-
don. One day our self-absorbed genius stumbles across
a funny, ordinary and disarmingly frank waitress (Luxem-
bourg-born unknown Vicky Krieps), whom he adopts as
his new muse—much to the chagrin of his overprotective
sister (Lesley Manville). 130 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday
1/18 at Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

STILL PLAYING

Call Me By Your Name
Brit James Ivory (Howards End, Remains of the Day, A

lic home. Based on the popular 1936 picture book by
Munro Leaf and Robert Lawson. 106 minutes. PG. (Cen-
tury Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Greatest Showman
Hugh Jackman, Michelle Williams, Zac Efron and Zendaya
(Disney Channel fans, rejoice) star in this musical biopic
about pioneering circus entrepreneur P.T. Barnum. Oddly
enough, this one's not based on a stage musical, but
features an original script by Jenny Bicks ("Men in Trees")
and Joe Condon (Chicago). 105 minutes. PG. (Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

I, Tonya
Margot Robbie (Suicide Squad) stars as disgraced ice
skater Tonya Harding in this snarky, scuzzy comedy-
drama about her notorious, knee-capping rivalry with
Nancy Kerrigan (Caitlin Carver). 120 minutes. R. (Century
Rio, Century 14 Downtown)

Insidious: The Last Key
It's a general rule of thumb: Beware any horror movie
with the words "Last" or "Final" in the title. They're proba-
bly lying. In any case, here's the fourth film in the ghostly
Insidious franchise. Chronologically speaking, this one
takes place after Insidious 3, but before Insidious and
Insidious 2. It concentrates on demonologist Elise
Rainier (cult actress Lin Shaye) as she goes to New Mex-
ico to investigate the haunted house she grew up in. 103
minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix
Brewhouse, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Icon Cinemas
Albuquerque, AMC Albuquerque 12)

Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle
Only grown-up hipster nerds play board games now, so
this belated sequel to 1995's Jumanji finds a bunch of
teens discovering an ancient, mystical video game ver-
sion of Jumanji. Naturally, they try it out and get trans-
ported inside the game itself. The joke this time around
is that they end up in the "bodies" of some stereotypical
video game avatars (played by Dwayne Johnson, Kevin
Hart, Jack Black and Karen Gillan) and must use their
three allotted lives to escape. 119 minutes. PG-13.
(Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque
12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Ran-
cho Premiere Cinema)

Lady Bird
Writer/actress Greta Gerwig (Greenberg, Mistress Amer-
ica, Francis Ha) turns director for this witty, well-observed
coming-of-age drama. Saoirse Ronan (Hanna, Brooklyn)
stars a Northern California girl stuck in Catholic school
and applying to a bunch of East Coast colleges in hopes
of escaping her overbearing, hypercritical mother (Laurie
Metcalf, employing her sitcom skills to great effect). Re-
viewed in v26 i47. 93 minutes. R. (Century Rio)

Molly's Game
Jessica Chastain (Zero Dark Thirty, Interstellar) stars in
this based-on-a-true-story gambling drama from noted
writer-director Aaron Sorkin ("Sports Night," "The West
Wing," "The Newsroom"). Chastain tackles the role of
Molly Bloom, an Olympic-class skier who runs the
world's most exclusive high-stakes poker game and be-
comes the target of an FBI investigation. Idris Elba, Kevin
Costner and Michael Cera costar. 140 minutes. R. (Cen-
tury Rio)

Paddington 2
The computer-animated/live-action adaptation of
Michael Bond's beloved children's books returns for a
sequel. This time around, the kindly young bear (voiced
by Ben Whishaw) takes on a series of jobs in order to
earn money to buy a present for his Aunt Lucy's 100th
birthday. PG. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

Pitch Perfect 3
It feels like they made 10 of these films already, despite
the fact that this is only the third in the series. Anna
Kendrick, Hailee Steinfeld, Brittany Snow and Rebel Wil-
son return as the now-former members of a college a
cappella chorus who reunite to go on a USO tour (which
is also a competition, because everything has to be a
singing competition these days). If you're some insane
fan of Pentatonix, "Glee" and "American Idol," and can't
get enough a cappella mashups of Britney Spears songs,
this musical comedy is aimed squarely at you. 93 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema)

The Post
Steven Spielberg directs Meryl Streep and Tom Hanks in
this incredibly timely (if a bit self-congratulatory) drama
about journalists at the Washington Post and the New
York Times struggling with the decision to publish the
Pentagon Papers, detailing the controversial involvement

Hostiles
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minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema)

Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri
Martin McDonagh (who gave us the fine In Bruges) writes
and directs this brilliant, bitter crime dramedy. Frances
McDormand guarantees herself an Oscar nomination as
Mildred, a permanently angry divorcée whose teenage
daughter was raped and murdered. With no progress on
the case in the last seven months, mom erects three bill-
boards castigating the popular local police chief (Woody
Harrelson) for his inaction. This sets off a chain of ugly
repercussions in their tiny community. There are bursts of
fine character-based humor (particularly from Sam
Rockwell as a dimwitted police officer), but the overarch-
ing tone is one of ordinary, well-meaning people trying to
do the right thing but ending up doing the exact wrong
thing. Reviewed in v26 i48. 115 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio)

SECOND RUN

A Bad Moms Christmas
In this sequel to the raunchy 2016 hit, overworked,
under-appreciated Mila Kunis, Katheryn Hahn and Kris-
ten Bell are back and being visited by their overbearing
mothers (Susan Sarandon, Christine Baranski and Cheryl
Hines) for the holidays. R. (Movies 8)

Blade Runner 2049
A young LAPD replicant hunter (Ryan Gosling) gets
caught in a cover-up when he discovers a long-buried se-
cret involving legendary blade runner Rick Deckard (Har-
rison Ford), who has been missing for more than three
decades. This gorgeous sci-fi rumination is long, slow
and very moody—but it dovetails perfectly with the origi-
nal. 163 minutes. R. (Movies 8)

Daddy's Home 2
This follow-up to the 2015 Will Ferrell/Mark Wahlberg
mild smirkfest finds wimpy stepfather Will Ferrell and
macho biological dad Mark Wahlberg (now getting along
just fine) visited by their own intrusive dads. Farrell gets
John Lithgow and Wahlberg gets Mel Gibson. 100 min-
utes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Geostorm
Seems that, in the near future, mankind has developed a
series of satellites that can control the weather. But when
the tech gets hacked (unleashing tsunamis, tornados,
hurricanes, earthquakes, you name it), it's up to super-
genius Gerard Butler to save the Earth. 109 minutes. PG-
13. (Movies 8)

Get Out
A young African-American man (Daniel Kaluuya, Sicario)
visits his new Caucasian girlfriend's liberal parents
(Bradley Whitford and Catherine Keener) in their upscale
country estate. The family and their lily-white neighbors
seem weirdly, condescendingly friendly. Is our protagonist
being paranoid or is there something sinister going on?
Reviewed in v26 i9. 103 minutes. R. (UNM Midweek
Movies)

Jigsaw
It's been 10 years since inventive serial killer Jigsaw
died, and police are looking into a killer using suspi-
ciously similar Rube Goldberg-esque contraptions to
murder people. The fifth film in the Saw series. 91 min-
utes. R. (Movies 8)

The Mountain Between Us
In this romantic adventure, Idris Elba and Kate Winslet
star as mismatched strangers who survive a plane crash
and must form a connection to survive an extreme trek
over a remote, snow-covered mountain. 103 minutes.
PG-13. (Movies 8)

Murder On the Orient Express
Kenneth Branagh directs this classy, rather traditional,
star-stuffed take on Agatha Christie's oft-filmed murder
mystery. 114 minutes. PG-13. (Movies 8)

Only the Brave
Based on the true, tragic story of the Granite Mountain
Hotshots, this tough-as-nails tearjerker looks into the
lives and motivations of a group of wildfire fighters in
rural Arizona. Reviewed in v26 i42. 133 minutes. PG-13.
(Movies 8)

The Star
A small but brave donkey convinces a bunch of wacky,
wisecracking animal pals to defy King Herod and go in
search of the Star of Bethlehem. Yup, its a CGI cartoon
retelling of the birth of Baby Jesus—from the perspective
of all those animals you jam in the back of the Christmas
creche. 86 minutes. PG. (Movies 8) a
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of the United States government in the Vietnam War. It's
a pressure cooker of a literary thriller about hard journal-
ism and value of the Fourth Estate in a democratic soci-
ety that still imagines itself a Capra-esque game
changer. 115 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Al-
buquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Century Rio)

Proud Mary
Taraji P. Henson stars in this blaxploitation-esque action
thriller as a hitwoman (the kind with a crazy selection of
wigs and a giant closet full of neatly organized guns)
working for an organized crime family in Boston. As is
usually the case with this kind of thing, she crosses
paths with an innocent kid, awakening her maternal in-
stincts and causing her to turn against her criminal em-
ployers. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

The Shape of Water
Mexican horror auteur Guillermo del Toro (Cronos, The
Devil's Backbone, Hellboy, Pan's Labyrinth) co-writes and
directs this loving update of postwar monster movies.
Sally Hawkins (Happy-Go-Lucky) stars as a mute clean-
ing woman working in a top-secret government lab, circa
1962. There, she meets a similarly voiceless amphibian
man (played by famed man-in-a-rubber-suit actor Doug
Jones). She befriends him, tries to free him and eventu-
ally falls in love with him. This adult-oriented, mid-cen-
tury modern fairy tale about love and xenophobia is
gorgeous, timely and filled with humid sexuality. Re-
viewed in v26 i51. 123 minutes. R. (Century 14 Down-
town, Century Rio)

Star Wars: The Last Jedi
Writer-director Rian Johnson (of cult hits Brick, The Broth-
ers Bloom and Looper) takes over the reins for this fol-
low-up to J.J. Abrams' energetic-but-hidebound 2015
film Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Now that the setup is
out of the way, "Force sensitive" young warrior Rey (Daisy
Ridley) has hunted down Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamill)
and is looking for a little training. But is the now-cynical
Jedi willing to accept a disciple? And will Rey stick
around or run off just like Luke did, looking for revenge
against emotionally unstable villain Kylo Ren (Adam
Driver)? This epic, unexpected outing heads in directions
few fans saw coming—leaving some to grouse and others
to rejoice. Frankly, its break with tradition along with its
mixture of sharp character drama and outsized action
makes it this a Star Wars for the new millennium. 152

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058
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King of The Concerts
Laugh now, cry later, ese!

BY AUGUST MARCH

“S
how me where you are/ You and I will
spend this day/ Driving in my car/
Through the ruins of Santa Fe …” —

a line from “King of the World,” the last
track on Countdown to Ecstasy, an album by
Steely Dan.

Usually during this time of the year, I’d be
all about getting readers to go out to shows
despite the cold weather, snow and arctic
winds that usually blow straight through
Tijeras Canyon and down Central Avenue as
old man winter frolics frostily through our
Januarys and Februarys.

But the weather ain’t cooperating this
year. Daytime temperatures in the 60s and
night times that are just damn pleasant and
not cold at all may be an indication of global
weather changes that could make this
portion of the earth parched and
uninhabitable. Hence the apocalyptic
reference in paragraph one, kids. It’s an
admonition of sorts that can be temporarily
yet joyfully mixed into any of the following
aural experiences. Or you can ignore the
obvious, even as the music swirls ’round and
’round. In either case, the desert beckons, so
follow on.

Friday
There was a point in the past when I was
adamant about not covering shows up in
Santa. There were several reasons for this
editorial course, but mostly it’s because I am
a big fan of the telegraphic expositions on
music made by Santa Fe Reporter culture
editor Alex De Vore and I don’t want to get
in the way of his way, as it were.

But when some of the biggest, most
badass rock outfits in the world keep getting
booked at Meow Wolf (1352 Rufina Circle,
Santa Fe) while Burque sees a normative but
still annoying lack of early January concerts,
then I must do what is best for my readers
and fellow concert-goers.

That said, The Octopus Project is a
definitive representative of the indie,
electronic-based psychedelic music that has
subtly influenced the entire pop universe for
nearly 50 years. They’ll be gigging at the
immersive art exhibit on Friday, Jan. 19.

Members Josh Lambert, Toto Miranda,
Yvonne Lambert and Laurne Gurgiolo are
deeply influenced by outfits like DEVO, Man
or Astroman? and even show traces of the
sound of the enigmatic and awesome
Explosions in the Sky. Their music is fun and
floridly formidable, but don’t forget you can
dance to this stuff, too, as the only gravitas
invoked by the quartet is winsome and
accessible. Their new album, Memory Mirror,
doesn’t break any new ground, but it sure the

hell rocks out in a way that’s almost
guaranteed to lift your wintertime spirits.
Opening acts include New Fumes and Cole
Bee Wilson. $13 to $15 • 8pm • 15+ 

Saturday
Local rocanrol gets a night out all on its own
when SuperGiant, The Talking Hours and
newcomers Lead & Coal humbly but heartily
invade Launchpad (618 Central Ave. SW) on
Saturday, Jan. 20.

SuperGiant is one of this town’s legendary
rock acts. Featuring the deeper cut guitar
antics of former Alibi webmonkey Jeremy
McCollum, SuperGiant makes music that is
epic in scale and astronomic in theme. With
album titles like On to the Stars and Antares,
listeners should expect a melodic yet heart-
thumpin ride through the heavens at warp
speed.

The Talking Hours is a duo that makes no-
nonsense, grit-hard rock that is inflected
towards darkness but still shines brightly due
to the instrumental prowess of members
Maurico and Karie Paez. The couple’s new
album is called Golden and it totally is: Last
year I called this work “One of this town’s best
and bad-ass examples of brutal sonic
bombardment to come along this year.” I stand
by my words.

Lead & Coal and Fad Vandals are
relatively new bands here in the Duke City.
Come to think of it, I haven’t heard either of
them play yet. I do know that Fad Vandals has
roots in Nueva York and recently relocated to
Duke City, N.M. But since both are on a bill
with two of this town’s most totally and
awesomely rocked out ensembles, they must be

SONIC REDUCER
BYAUGUST MARCH

pretty damn good too. If you play in Lead &
Coal or Fad Vandals, make sure to give me a
bell ahead of this gig, so I know what to expect
on Saturday, especially if you like audiences
that bang their heads and rock the devil’s horn
with their waving hands. $5 • 9pm • 21+

Monday
There is a band in Albuquerque called The
Timewreckers. They play cosmic country
music, twitchy, transcendent twang, or
something cool like that. I’m pretty sure
Gusher guitarist Austin Morrell, as well as
local rock stalwarts Lynn Ambrosino, Alec
Wilkes, Zach Leyba and Dustin Foster are
involved with this band, which is really cool.
But even if my sources are wrong and I end up
sounding like a misinformed aging hipster with
one too many pretensions, you still still go
check out this show on Monday night, Jan. 22
at Sister (407 Central Ave. NW).

The reasons are multitudinous—new music
by local rock bands that have been killing it at
their first ever shows is not only a rarity these
days in Burque, but it is also a damn good
blessing. Everyone wants to say the local
rocanrol scene is thriving, but having evidence
of it makes me and everyone else in El
Duque—those that like to rock, that is—very
happy indeed. Opening acts for this night of
pleasantly distracting tuneage include way
underground, lo-fi surf-psychedelic duo Planet
What (I dig “Ludwig 67”) from Tulsa, and a
band with similar inclinations from the city
with Big Shoulders. They are named Viet
Rahm and their new album is called Take Food
With Drugs. Okay. $3 to $5 • 9pm • 21+ a

Evan Woodward
Ramblin’ on the Coast Highway
(Cacophony Recorders)

Singer-songwriter Evan
Woodward brings a good
measure of twang to his
new record, a winding,
rocking thing called
Ramblin’ on the Coast
Highway. Recorded at
Cacaphony Recorders in
Austin, Texas, Woodward’s latest effort displays
maturity and solid production skills. The singer’s
languid but impressively positive vocal tone—
marked by a sly delivery style that makes it seem
like the artist is standing right there, guitar in
hand, talking to you about what is important in
life—make for a record that sits on the head
comfortably like a favorite hat but still has plenty
of form to keep out the bad weather. In
combination with Woodward’s deft finger-picking,
tunes like “Unwind,” “Tiny Blue” and “Consolation
Prize” reach for listener’s hearts with a plaintive
honesty that’s hard to come by in any genre.

REIGHNBEAU
FINGERTIPS
(Self-Released)

Bryce Hample lets loose
noisy yet eerily melodic
leitmotifs on the first, title
track of his new recording
before engaging the
listeners in a flight that
goes beyond the boundaries of what listeners
have heard from REIGHNBEAU before. It’s like
listening to a very big jet engine warm up before
heading for the darkened, friendly skies of forever.
These themes, stated initially as brash, beautiful
predicates, become the basis for the
awesomeness that lies within FINGERTIPS.
There is a symphonic scale to the sound
embedded in the electronics Hample works magic
upon; the repetition of ideas as brief melodies
suggests a narrative of observation and longing.
On tracks like “little jacket” and “BEDSIDE,”
Hample’s stories become intimate, elusive strands
of experience. At times glitchy and disjointed like
a dream-time soul exploration, this music speaks
to the waking world as well as the other one, a
place where the night and sensuality rule. Highly
recommended.

Various
Green Chile In The Air, Vol. 7
(Visceral View Entertainment)

This is a compilation of
regional rappers curated
by local hip-hop artist
Diles and recorded at
Central Root Studios.
What’s remarkable about
this collection—besides
Diles’ definitive detailing
of what sounds are important to the local scene—
is a final product that reveals a fecund scene
dripping with intricate flows, crash-ready
production and beats big enough to swallow this
city whole. It’s hard to know where to begin
digging through this treasure chest of new and
audacious tuneage, but here’s what I’ve found so
far: sumptuous latin-influenced R&B from Laura
Cruz (”La Paloma Vuela”), edgy, sentiment-
soaked minimalist stories and percussives from
Simatic (”Cosmic Sermon on Mount Zion”), and
the jazzy, political poeticism of Hakim Be (”Dear
Colin”). Make no mistake: Get this record. Listen
to it a million times if necessary just to get the idea
into your head that Albuquerque iship-hop
nation. a

The Timewreckers JORDAN FREEMAN
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THURSDAY JAN 18
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE The Real Matt Jones Band • rock • 6pm •
FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Redneck • country • 7pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Pherkad • funk, garage rock • 8pm • $5 • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Julian Dossett • Western, swing,
blues, jazz, rockabilly • 6pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Emo Night • Aaron Bliss • Sad Sac • pop punk, post
hardcore, variety • 9pm • $5

FRIDAY JAN 19
DIRTY BOURBON Jacked Up Friday • 6pm • Redneck • country •
7pm • $5 • 21+

MEOW WOLF, Santa Fe The Octopus Project • rock, surreal
pop • New Fumes • Cole Bee Wilson • 8pm • $13-$15 • 18+ •
See Show Up!

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE SMD • hardcore • Doomed To Exist • metal,
punk • Choose Your Poison • 9pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Hops & Dreams • Desert
Darlings • bellydancing • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY JAN 20
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Salazar Linde •
5:30pm • Murata • classic rock, contemporary • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

CLUB CANANAS 4 Norte • H Nortena • Latin • 8pm

DIRTY BOURBON Redneck • country • 7pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Lead and Coal • SuperGiant • stoner rock • The
Talking Hours • indie rock • Fad Vandals • alternative • 9pm •
$5 • See Show Up!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Rascal Martinez • rockabilly,
folk, country • 4pm • FREE • 21+

ROCK AND BREWS January Birthday Bonanza • Traveler in Pain •
rock, metal • Hartless • classic rock • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Holly Durante • indie, singer-
songwriter • 7pm • FREE • 21+

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Mystic Vic Blues Band •
blues • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Le Chat Lunatique • Gypsy jazz, swing •
8:30pm • 21+

SUNDAY JAN 21
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Squash Blossom Boys • bluegrass, folk,
Americana • 4pm • FREE

MONDAY JAN 22
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Singing Pilgrims •
folk, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Planet What • Viet Rahm • The Timewreckers • cosmic
country • 8pm • $3-$5 • 21+ • See Show Up!

TUESDAY JAN 23
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with
Rob Roman • variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE Alan Doyle • pop • 7:30pm • $25-$30

LAUNCHPAD Pinback • indie, progressive rock • Major Entertainer •
9pm • $15

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Franks and Deans • indie • 8pm • 21+

WEDNESDAY JAN 24
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Beg, Borrow and
Steal • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD New Kingston • reggae • The Late Ones • IConscious •
8pm

TRACTOR BREWING TAPROOM Nathan Kalish And The Lastcallers •
singer-songwriter, psychadelic folk • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

MUSIC

CALENDAR

MON
2.12

TUE
2.6

FRI
2.9

SAT
2.24

SUN
2.25

MON
2.5

Company of Thieves

Broadside  Picturesque

SAT

1.27

SAT
2.10

Josh Ward

Aaron Watson

 Through The Roots  Pacific Dub  Positrax

WED
2.14

 The Original Wailers  The Expanders   Buddhafunk

Corrosion of Conformity  Eyehategod

Every Time I Die
Chelsea Grin * Ice Nine Kills

TUE
2.27

THU
3.1 blessthefall  Fire From The Gods 

Cane Hill   MSCW

Joyner Lucas
Dizzy Wright

MON
3.5

Black Map  Palaye Royale

$3/$5
MON
JAN 22

PLANET WHAT / VIET RAHM
with THE TIMEWRECKERS

$5
FRI
JAN 26
DOORS 8PM

DOORS 7PM

FREE
FRI
JAN 19
DOORS 9PM

NOTHNG FOREVR PRESENTS

SHRIMP NIGHT

$15
SAT
JAN 27

THROWBACK THURSDAY
EMO NIGHT ABQ

$5
THU
JAN 18
DOORS 9PM

DOORS 8PM

LEFTOVER SOUL

GOTHIC WINTER BALL

PM

PM

JAN 22

$5

$3/$5

FREE

H

ER S

IME

S 9DOOR
JAN 18

HUT
EMO NIG

K TCABWOHRT

S 9DOOR
JAN 19
FRI

HE Th Titw
T / AAT / VHT WANELPMON

VOTLEF

BQ
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S
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YASDHURK T

ERKCERW
AHMT RIET / V

ER S

PM

PM

PM

$5

$15

IME

SHRIMP NIG

IN
S 8DOOR

JAN 27
ATS

R PVEORG FHNTON

S 7DOOR
JAN 22

S 8DOORS 
JAN 26
FRI

HE Th Titw
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S

T
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HSHRIMP NIG
STSENERR P
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Wednesday JAN 17 8:00pm Doors

Thursday JAN 18 8:00pm Doors

Saturday JAN 20 8:00pm Doors

Tuesday JAN 23 8:00pm Doors

Friday JAN 19 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday JAN 24 8:00pm Doors

Friday JAN 26 8:00pm Doors

SET IT OFF
CALL IT QUITS!  SLEEPY HERO

ACCEPTABLE LOSSES

Saturday JAN 27 8:00pm Doors

AN EVENING WITH

PHERKAD

AMPED OWL VIDEO SHOOT
THE PEOPLE  POWERHOUSE

MO AND KARIE BIRTHDAY BASH!
LEAD & COAL  SUPERGIANT

THE TALKING HOURS  FAD VANDALS

PINBACK
MAJOR ENTERTAINER

NEW KINGSTON
THE LATE ONES  I.CONSCIOUS

COMA RECOVERY  THE TALKING HOURS
SOLILOQUIST  PACENOTES

THE LILLINGTONS
ROCK JONG IL  SHADOW CREEPS

BEST OF THE BEST

BEST RELEASES

BEST of GENRE

BEST MUSICIANS

BEST OF THE BEST

BEST RELEASES

BEST of GENRE

BEST MUSICIANS

BEST “GIG” band

BEST ESTABLISHMENTS

BEST SERVICES

ODDS AND ENDS

BEST “GIG” band

BEST ESTABLISHMENTS

BEST SERVICES

ODDS AND ENDS

Music B
E

S
T OF BUR

Q

U
E

B
E

S
T OF BUR

Q

U
E

20 18

Nominate your favorite bands

NOW THROUGH JAN. 24TH
See the winners LIVE March 24th

submit your nominations at alibi.c�
See more events and submit your own at alibi.com/events.



4012 Central Ave SE

505-750-0158 

Can Help Treat

Many Illnesses

Other Hemp

Products Available

No Medical Card 

Needed

LIQUID DROPS

OINTMENTS

BAKED GOODS

PET CARE PRODUCTS

& MUCH MORE

CBD
and

More
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baked goods | Cannabis ReVieW by JoshUa Lee

Urgent Care
In and out at High Desert Relief

T
here was a terrible moment as I entered
High Desert Relief and spotted the
restroom sign—like catching the scent of

fresh-baked pie on an empty stomach, or
standing at the edge of cliff and reminding
yourself not to jump. The tension of my
bladder pressing against the seat belt had
plateaued, and I was reaching an altered state
in which I’d convinced myself that I was done
with the peeing phase of my life. 

The bathroom sign dashed that fantasy
against the rocks and I suddenly had to
piss so bad. A part of my mind was
becoming populated with bad puns and
lazy wordplay that could be used for
this review’s title, but I hardly cared.
(“Relieved in the Desert,” “Number
One Medicine,” “Hold It In.”) There
was a palpable sense of impending
failure. I gulped and tumbled into
the restroom.

(“Pressure and Relief,” “The Pees
and Qs of Cannabis,” “High Desert
Release.”) 

With a sigh I emerged and looked around
in earnest. Last month, during the Second
Annual Baked Goods Award Ceremony, I
handed them the illustrious title of “Best in
Price.” You can almost always find a nicely
priced gram there, and I used to frequently
stop by between point A and B to stand in
their crazy long line and pick up $7 grams of at
least average flower—often better.

It had been a while since I’d last been to
High Desert. They’d moved to a new location
off I-25 last year and I still hadn’t been by to
see the new place. It wasn’t their fault, of
course. I just live on the Westside and we …
grew apart, I guess.

I’d met a few people who were leery about
the old location. It was in a cramped corner of
the parking lot by Nexus Brewery on the
interstate. I’d heard the word “sketchy”
thrown around a few times, but it was clear (to
me, at least) that the owners chose to pass up
the high polish and trendy glitz sported by the
newer places in favor of lower price points. But
human beings are suckers for color and lights.
We like shiny things.

So I was happy to see the shiny bright new
showroom—the dazzling chrome, the
glittering glass. The new store looked great,
and I was delighted to find the same crew from
my previous visits manning the counter. The
atmosphere was welcoming and the prices
were pleasantly affordable. I sniffed a few jars
and walked away glad that the place was doing
so well. 

(“If You’re In, Then Urine.”)
The warm feeling left me once I was home

and breaking buds up. My first bowl was filled
with Raspberry Diesel (THC: 21.9%, CBD:
Unlisted—$10/gram), a hybrid of Sweet Cherry
Afghan and Sour Diesel #2. It tasted sweet and
pungent and stirred up some rough coughing
fits. I was happy enough with the taste and

smell, but the bud was bone dry. Breaking it up
left a brittle dust pile on the tray and ashy
fingertips. The strain is supposedly sativa-
dominant, but it left me feeling spacey and
sluggish. (I’ll get to why I suspect that
happened in a moment.)

The second bowl I packed was the ever
popular Agent Orange (THC: 22.16%, CBD:
Unlisted—$10/gram). I’m a big fan of citrusy
sativa strains, and this one was bright and
uplifting. I had a much better time with Agent
Orange, and the distinct sense of well-being
that came with smoking this strain was solid
enough to shake off my blues about the
Raspberry Diesel. Unfortunately, this gram
was fairly dry, too.

Crossing my fingers an hour later, I
rolled out the last gram: Afghan Kush

(THC: 25.78%, CBD: Unlisted—
$10/gram). Like it’s brethren, it too
was dusty and old. This one was so

bad that I barely registered a flavor and
felt no real effects outside of oncoming
drowsiness.

Which is where my biggest complaint
about dry flower comes from. It’s not the fact
that it tastes less pleasant or burns up faster. (I
usually smoke about a gram a day, and I
managed to smoke all three grams I purchased
in around 15 hours. They burned up in just a
few puffs and never seemed to scratch the itch.
It causes sleepiness.) The real problem with
dry cannabis is it puts you to sleep.

As a patient who medicates every 30
minutes to an hour, I need bud that will keep
me up and functioning, and although not
many people in the industry seem aware of it,
THCA (which converts to THC when
smoked) turns into cannabinol acid (CBNA)
over time as it’s exposed to air. When smoked,
CBNA converts to cannabinol (CBN), a
highly potent sedative.

So whenever a budtender unscrews the lid
off a jar of cannabis and lets you smell it (I’ve
seen this at a number of places), they are
literally changing the chemical makeup of the
flower and potentially giving a patient
something fairly different than what they
think they’re getting.

Which basically makes the low price not
worth it. And High Desert will have trouble
coasting on those prices as it is, considering
the price drops happening all over town at the
moment. Earlier this week, I went by CG and
Everest Apothecary—two of the highest
quality producers in the state—and discovered
high shelf bud selling at $10 a gram and $11 a
gram, respectively.

The game is changing fast. Better move
those feet. a

High Desert Relief

4840 Pan American Fwy NE Ste. H

750-4015 

Hours: Mon-Thu 10:30am-5:30pm, Fri 10:30am-

6pm, Sat 10:30am-4pm

First-time Freebies: Yes
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19):Many American women
did not have the right to vote until Aug. 18, 1920. On
that day, the Tennessee General Assembly became the
36th state legislature to approve the Nineteenth
Amendment, thus sealing the legal requirements to
change the US Constitution and ensure women’s
suffrage. The ballot in Tennessee was close. At the last
minute, 24-year-old legislator Harry T. Burns changed
his mind from no to yes, thanks to a letter from his
mother, who asked him to “be a good boy” and vote in
favor. I suspect that in the coming weeks, Aries, you will
be in a pivotal position not unlike Burns’. Your decision
could affect more people than you know. Be a good boy
or good girl.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): In the coming weeks,
Destiny will be calling you and calling you and calling
you, inviting you to answer its summons. If you do
indeed answer, it will provide you with clear instructions
about what you will need to do to expedite your ass in
the direction of the future. If on the other hand you
refuse to listen to Destiny’s call, or hear it and refuse to
respond, then Destiny will take a different tack. It won’t
provide any instructions, but will simply yank your ass
in the direction of the future.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Looks like the Season of
a Thousand and One Emotions hasn’t drained and
frazzled you. Yes, there may be a pool of tears next to
your bed. Your altar might be filled with heaps of ashes,
marking your burnt offerings. But you have somehow
managed to extract a host of useful lessons from your
tests and trials. You have surprised yourself with the
resilience and resourcefulness you’ve been able to
summon. And so the energy you’ve gained through
these gritty triumphs is well worth the price you’ve had
to pay.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Every relationship is
unique. The way you connect with another person—
whether it’s through friendship, romance, family or
collaborative projects—should be free to find the
distinctive identity that best suits its special chemistry.
Therefore, it’s a mistake to compare any of your
alliances to some supposedly perfect ideal. Luckily,
you’re in an astrological period when you have extra
savvy about cultivating unique models of togetherness.
So I recommend that you devote the coming weeks to
deepening and refining your most important bonds.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): During recent weeks, your
main tasks have centered around themes often
associated with strain and struggle: repair, workaround,
reassessment, jury-rigging, adjustment, compromise.
Amazingly, Leo, you have kept your suffering to a
minimum as you have smartly done your hard work. In
some cases you have even thrived. Congratulations on
being so industrious and steadfast! Beginning soon, you
will glide into a smoother stage of your cycle. Be alert
for the inviting signs. Don’t assume you’ve got to keep
grunting and grinding. 

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Norwegian artist Edvard
Munch (1863-1944) created four versions of his iconic
artwork The Scream. Each depicts a person who seems
terribly upset, holding his head in his hands and opening
his mouth wide as if unleashing a loud shriek. In 2012,
one of these images of despair was sold for almost
$120 million. The money went to the son of a man who
had been Munch’s friend and patron. Can you think of a
way that you and yours might also be able to extract
value or get benefits from a negative emotion or a
difficult experience? The coming weeks will be a
favorable time to do just that.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): “I think I like my brain
best in a bar fight with my heart,” says poet Clementine
von Radics. While I appreciate that perspective, I advise
you to do the opposite in the coming weeks. This will be
a phase of your astrological cycle when you should
definitely support your heart over your brain in bar
fights, wrestling matches, shadow boxing contests,
tugs of war, battles of wits and messy arguments.
Here’s one of the most important reasons why I say
this: Your brain would be inclined to keep the conflict
going until one party or the other suffers ignominious

defeat, whereas your heart is much more likely to work
toward a win-win conclusion.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): When he was 24 years
old, Scorpio-born Zhu Yuanzhang (1328-1398) was a
novice monk with little money who had just learned to
read and write. He had spent years as a wandering
beggar. By the time he was 40 years old, he was the
emperor of China and founder of the Ming Dynasty,
which ruled for 276 years. What happened in between?
That’s a long story. Zhu’s adventurousness was a key
asset, and so was his ability as an audacious and crafty
tactician. His masterful devotion to detailed practical
matters was also indispensable. If you are ever in your
life going to begin an ascent even remotely comparable
to Zhu’s, Scorpio, it will be in the coming 10 months.
Being brave and enterprising won’t be enough. You
must be disciplined and dogged, as well.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): In 1892, the
influential Atlantic Monthlymagazine criticized
Sagittarian poet Emily Dickinson, saying she
“possessed an extremely unconventional and
grotesque fancy.” It dismissed her poetry as incoherent,
and declared that an “eccentric, dreamy, half-educated
recluse” like her “cannot with impunity set at defiance
the laws of gravitation and grammar.” This dire diss
turned out to be laughably wrong. Dickinson is now
regarded as one of the most original American poets. I
offer this story up as a pep talk for you, Sagittarius. In
the coming months, I suspect you’ll be reinventing
yourself. You’ll be researching new approaches to living
your life. In the course of these experiments, others
may see you as being in the grip of unconventional or
grotesque fantasy. They may consider you dreamy and
eccentric. I hope you won’t allow their
misunderstandings to interfere with your playful yet
serious work.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Bubble gum is more
elastic and less sticky than regular chewing gum. That’s
why you can blow bubbles with it. A Capricorn
accountant named Walter Diemer invented it in 1928
while working for the Fleer Chewing Gum Company. At
the time he finally perfected the recipe, the only food
dye he had on hand was pink. His early batches were all
that color, and a tradition was born. That’s why even
today, most bubble gum is pink. I suspect a similar
theme may unfold soon in your life. The conditions
present at the beginning of a new project may deeply
imprint the future evolution of the project. So try to
make sure those are conditions you like!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): “When one door
closes, another opens,” said inventor Alexander
Graham Bell. “But we often look so long and so
regretfully upon the closed door that we do not see the
one which has opened.” Heed his advice, Aquarius. Take
the time you need to mourn the lost opportunity. But
don’t take more than the time you need. The
replacement or alternative to what’s gone will show up
sooner than you think.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Gilbert Stuart painted
the most famous portrait of America’s first president,
George Washington. It’s the image on the US one-dollar
bill. And yet Stuart never finished the masterpiece.
Begun in 1796, it was still a work-in-progress when
Stuart died in 1828. Leonardo da Vinci had a similar
type of success. His incomplete painting The Virgin and
Child with St. Anne hangs in the Louvre in Paris, and his
unfinished The Adoration of the Magi has been in
Florence’s Uffizi Gallery since 1671. I propose that
Stuart and da Vinci serve as your role models in the
coming weeks. Maybe it’s not merely OK if a certain
project of yours remains unfinished; maybe that’s
actually the preferred outcome. a

HOMEWORK: REPORT YOUR FAVORITE GRAFFITI FROM A

BATHROOM WALL. GO TO FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM

AND CLICK ON “EMAIL ROB.”  

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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(505) 338-0248
Albuquerque:

www.megamates.com  18+

eg

Always FREE to listen

and reply to ads!

Playmates or soul mates,

REAL PEOPLE 

        REAL DESIRE 

                REAL FUN.

Try FREE: 505-338-0228
More Local Numbers: 1-800-926-6000

Ahora español
Livelinks.com 18+
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General Services

w
WANT WEBSITE TRAFFIC?
Would You Like more local

traffic to your website?Like to
see your web stats elevate?Call
Steven 505-804-4774
www.DukeCityTimes.com
Website Traffic Growth.

Legal Services

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 STOP COLLECTION CALLS
NOW Uncontested divorce from
$199.00 Payment plans
available 505-688-0070

Alarm Services

--- PROTECT YOUR SHIT ---
SECURITY ALARMS, CAMERAS
$15 MONITORING. FREE
CONSULTATION  505-990-0581
NORTH AMERICAN ALARM.COM

Home Services

HOUSE CLEANING SERVICES
Tired of cleaning? leave that to
us, At PMofNM we clean your

home the right way. call or text
anytime 505-359-8335

GOT HEAT ? 7 Star Electric,
Plumbing & Heating Mike
Bell/Owner 505-332-8965
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.
net

Handyman Services

7 STAR ELECT-PLMB-HEAT-AC
We Do it all! 505.332.8965-
Mike Bell
www.AlbuquerqueElectricians.
net

Photographic Services

GENERAL PHOTOGRAPHY
www.davidmartinezphotograph
y.com

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE

Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Announcements

JOHN V. KEMM
http://johnvkemm.com/

Studies

ABQ DRINQ STUDY We are
seeking healthy individuals
22-55 years of age who are
moderate to heavy drinkers for
a study of how alcohol use
affects brain functioning. The
study involves four visits at the
Mind Research Network over
18 months and each visit
requires up to 8 hours, which
can be split over multiple
days. You will be compensated
at the rate of $20/hour for
your participation. The Mind
Research Network is located
on the North Campus of
University of New Mexico. If
you would like to be

considered for the study,
please call 505-633-4028 or
email abqdrinq@mrn.org.
Please mention âABQ DRINQ
Studyâ. 

ADULTS (18+) WITH
CHRONIC PAIN NEEDED TO
TEST A SMARTPHONE APP.
We are seeking adults with
chronic pain & who own a
Smartphone. Participants can
earn up to $75 for
participation. The study
involves 3 visits to UNM (1 hr
each) over 2 months. For more
information, call 505-609-
8078 or e-mail
vowleslab@gmail.com.

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

w
MRI STUDY 18-50 y.o.
M/F with history of

mental illness for brain study.
$20 per hour. 948-3230
(HRRC # 13-637). 

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Employment

Real Estate
Apartments for Rent

General Real Estate

TONS OF SAVINGS Beautiful
1 and 2 bedroom apartment
homes. Minutes from UNM,
CNM, VA Medical Center and
Kirtland AFB. - Preferred
Employer Discount - One

month's FREE rent, expires
1/31/18. 5600 Gibson Blvd
505-265-1519
www.thepearlabq.com

Real Estate

EAST NOB HILL OFFICE 3
ofcs, recptn, conf rm. Utils

Wellness

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Headaches? Neck, shoulder or
low back pain? Therapeutic
massage can change your life.
$49 first time client. 575-

313-3703 Gwynne Ann Unruh
LMT, RMTI Lic #578 

SPIRITUAL COUNSELING &
HOLISTIC HEALING Wellness
assessments and plans.
Natural anti-aging facials. Call
Evelyn at 505-331-6959

Employment

HOLY BURGER NOW
HIRING Holy Burger now
hiring cooks. Apply in person
or online at
https://www.holyburgernm.c
om/jobs/

READER NOTICE: The State
of New Mexico Department of

Regulation and licensing requires
registration numbers for individuals
who practice massage therapy.
These registration numbers are
included in all ads within category
300. Advertisers in this category
are registered and licensed by the
State of New Mexico and are
trained and certified for
therapeutic massage. Advertisers in

Body & Soul

category 300 do not perform
sexual massages. Any concerns
regarding any of the advertisers
in this category should be
directed to: Weekly Alibi.

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available

at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select retailers
and various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

incl. Upfront pkng. Beautiful
condition! $500. 119 Quincy
NE. 620-4970.

Rooms/Roommates

EUBANK/CANDELARIA
Seeking long term person to
share spacious 3BR home in
nice, quiet area. $350/mo +
1/3 utils, $250DD. No
couples, pets or kids 294-
7209

Downtown

w
ROOM FOR RENT in
rooming house in

Barelas. Near downtown, on
bus route. 8 furnished rooms
share 2 bathrooms and
kitchen area. Rent is $395/m
(util. included), $100 dd. For
more information and to set
up an interview, please call
(505) 379-1677

ASIAN MASSAGE Young,
female, Asian college student.
LMT available for massage
Monday-Friday 1130-7,
Saturday 9-7, Sunday off. Call
for appointment. 505-388-
3723.

Alternative Medicine

ENERGY MEDICINE I will try
help when western medicine

fails through Energy Medicine
techniques, Hypnosis, NLP, EFT
and more.Call Ivana or leave
message at 505-306-5979

w
REDUCE YOUR
DRINKING? New

treatment program for heavy
drinking using brain
stimulation and mindfulness.
Call 505-750-0451 or email
abqresearch@unm.edu. 

Responsible Gaming Program

• Free Problem Gambling Treatment

• Educational Presentations

• Behavioral/Mental Health Professionals 
   Conference

Call the Responsible Gaming Coordinator for 
more information:(505) 798-7415

SUPERHEROES WANTEDSUPERHEROES WANTED

Earn as much as $365 this month & $120 this week!
Donate life saving plasma. 

You have the power to save lives!
Schedule an appointment at biotestplasma.com

We guarantee the best donor 
fees in our marketing area!

BRING IN THIS COUPON 

FOR AN EXTRA 

$10 BONUS!

036WA

New donors only. Not valid in conjunction 
with any other referral fees or bonuses.

Open 7 days a week! 
Biotest Plasma Center

(505) 424-6250
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Trivia contest locales

5 Went over like ___ balloon

10 Sheep sounds

14 Racecar driver Luyendyk
whose son is currently “The
Bachelor”

15 How some rooms are lit

16 Shrek or Fiona, e.g.

17 Hanging around, being a
particle, losing its charge,
catching up on reading, etc.?

19 Like some histories

20 Piece of property

21 Gym fixture

23 Take out

25 May honoree

26 Anticipating a little devil?

33 Furor

34 Leachman of “Young
Frankenstein”

35 Caffeine-containing nut

37 “Rebel Without a Cause”
costar Sal

39 “Superman” archvillain
Luthor

40 Abate

41 Tennis player Wawrinka

42 Copper coating

44 “May ___ now?”

45 Nonexistent grades like
“G+”?

48 “Westworld” network

49 Photos, slangily

50 Chain that sells a lot of cups

56 Time periods

60 “Free Willy” whale

61 “Give it up!” (or what the
theme answers do)

63 Clock face

64 Pulitzer-winning novelist
Alison

65 Spiced tea beverage

66 Gardener’s purchase

67 Streisand title role of 1983

68 Russian ruler, before 1917

Down

1 NATO phonetic alphabet letter
after Oscar

2 Web addresses

3 Confirmation ___

4 Iroquois League nation

5 Big bother

6 Pick-me-up

7 Abu Dhabi leader, for instance

8 Lip balm ingredient

9 Phenomenal performers

10 Soundstage equipment that
hangs high

11 Cultural leader?

12 Kazakhstan border “Sea”
that’s really a lake

13 Auction off

18 Exterior finish for some
houses

22 Palme ___ (Cannes Film
Festival prize)

24 ___ Tuesday (“Voices Carry”
group)

26 Water filter brand name

27 Kidney-related

28 “The Dark Knight” trilogy
director

29 “Lady Bird” writer-director
Gerwig

30 Hyphenated descriptor for a

repairperson

31 Recurrent theme

32 Not-so-subtle promos

33 Contacts online, for short

36 Abbr. on military mail

38 Spellbind

40 Sumptuous

42 In a self-satisfied way,

maybe

43 Little bite

46 Flow’s counterpart

47 Look forward to

50 Covers with turf

51 Muse, for one

52 Antioxidant-rich berry

53 Heavy metal’s Mˆtley ___

54 “Freak on a Leash” band

55 Barbecue rod

57 Satisfied sounds

58 March Madness gp.

59 Make Kool-Aid

62 ___ Aviv, Israel
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BEST OF
BURQUE
TWO THOUSAND EIGHTEEN

alibi

Nominate your favorite businesses, 

people, places and things

now through January 31st

at alibi.com

BY RYAN NORTH
“Portrayed-Off”—something’s lost in the

interpretation.
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Adult 
Night

Friday, January 19

6:30 - 10pm
For ages 18+

$8 Ages 18-64

$5 Ages 65+, students,
and military (with ID)

Free Explora members

• Paper and wood activities
   with local artisans

• Explore all of our exhibits

• Night sky viewing with     
   telescopes

• HAM radios

• Live music

www.explora.us   

505-224-8300

Explora

A fun night out 
at a great price!
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